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Inthesummerofc-- 1966,. the principal of the San Ramon Elementary'SchoOl'

'in
.

Mountain View, California, approached the Director Of the School Mathematics

Study Group for suggestiohsrtith regard 'to a preschool program in mathematics

for culturally disadvantaged children. As the School Mathematics study

Group had no previous experience with pre-schoolers; it ebuld only offer to

i

acquaint the San Ramon staff with the specialkiniergarten program that'the

SMSG had designed for a comparable populatton. Arrangements were then made'to

bave the teachys met regularly with members of the SMSG staff, discussing

kinds. of pr5-shool activities that might be appropriate for the development 0 q,

of various mathematical concepts.
'4

The uleetings were scheduled in two phases. The first phase consisted of

a series of structured presentations,in the fall of 156. For these, Mrs.

Jeanette SUmmerfield of the School Mathemaics.Study Group expanded on

ed topics from the.SMSG Studies in Mathematics, Volume 13, INSERVIGF COURSES

IN MITHEMATICS FOR PRIMARY SCHOOL TEACHERS, revised' edAtion. The second phasers

took place in the snring of 1967. The initiative was then assigned "the JO

teachers of the pre - schoolers t propose various pre-school activities that
q

,

- mUrt lend themselves ''.,-,o a program'of readiness f r mathematics.

iParticipating teachers from the San Ramon e-Schooln'or these meetings

were: Miss Ruth K.'Huston, Mrs. Jeanne M. Littleboy, Mrs. Janet L. McClurg,

and Mr. Patrick A. O'Donnell, the principal of San RaMon Elementary' School.

Mrs. Jeanette 0. -Summerfield and Mr. William G. Chinn were the participants.
. '

from the School Mathematics Study Group.
-

Whfat foilOws,on these, pages represents notes.that have been compiled from

the meetings. Here, the sequence pT relevant' concepts presented'are in the 7

same order as they are developed in the SMSG kindergarten program. While the

writers,'are not suggestingthere is only one suitable program in mathe-.
./

,

matics fOr pre-schoolers, they feel that these units offer a reasonable se-.

quence. Some.of the dnitloccurring later in the sequence Pare ocdasionally

predicated upon experiences and vocabulary de'velopedjn.the earlier units.

Some Slight editorial modifg.cations have been made from the notes of the

meetings in order td gain uniformity and cohesiveness in format. Each unit

.consists of a section on Background Notes, Readiness, Activities, and

Vocabulary. In each Case, we tried to include some remarks that might'clarify

the pa'rticalar concept that we have in mind. Thus, we felt free to discuss

"Pr
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the topics more intensively than they are intended to be.deyeloped for the
children at this le41, This defining feature, we hope', would help to place
the topics in proper perspective for an 'understanding Of its.role in elementary

, The writing group wishes to express fits a preciation to the.Director.of

the School Mathematics . Study'Group, Dr. E. G. egle, for organizing these
. .

-NcOnferenceS and'otherwise help th planning, guidance, and making.ttfifacilities

of ge SMSGheadquarterb available for t e meetings.,,
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''BACKGROUND NOTES

"

1.' SETS

The concept of,_set is °lie. thatloccurs over and over again in mathematics..
, ,

_,

This concept occurs, for example;_ifi dealing with sets of points, sets of

numbers, sets of objects, and so on. The spiogeneral of these are sets of ,
4

objects, especially if we interpret "objects" in the e-ITO-ad-sense as "-entit,ies".

Not.oxily 'are -sets of objects themost general, but with judicious choice of
.

- .

objects, such sets can be'alsd the.most concrete in terms dr visualiziltion.

<1
,A set.ls a collection: tech object in g,set.is called a member or element

of the set, For--47camvle,_a_collection of bhildren,in the':cla'ss-rbom, or a

collection of. monkeys in the zoo, each constitutes a set of objects: Each

child*br. each monkey is an element of the respective set-,

think of a-iet consisting or objects having some
0

In faCt, it may appepr that this is the only way

instance,' in the collection of, childten izy the

4rfestic (common property) is that theA objects or

However, .having a common'propertyls not a pre-'

may be natural to

jr

characteris-Oicin common.

sets could be formed. For

classroom, a common charac

members are all children.
.

requisitelto being mem.Cers'of a set. It is perfectly acceptable to think of :

aset consisting of theqe elements: Bobby Jones, paper clip, rdio. That is
I

, to say, a sellkmay,consist of objects having no characteristic illeommon othe,p
e

than simply belonging to'the'same set..
r

.

s . .

.Clearly, sets mar' have many members ter few memebers.. Fpt a small number .1,1-
., .

members, we may sveil think'oP a Set consisting of just one member. Even this
.

_....

may- -be-,regarded as a collection ;such as: ."a Committee of ohe"). Further-
.

.
,ere, we may conceive Of's set consisting of no member. This s cia1 set

wil;,!be discussed later under "t .he empty set".

In examining a set, one of,ourquestions may be: "Is there a character-

sistic shared by every Memba of theset?" As we have noted above, this ques-

, tionhay or may not be answered in.the affirmative. When we look at a variety

..of sets sides-by-side, we may alsb want to pose the same question: "Iscthere a

characteristic shared by every one these setsn Again, the answer may vary.

However, there may be some codhon chavacteristic thatmay be inconspicuous at

first blush. With this in mind, sets will be selected for study such as to

bring out the property of having the same. number of objects. Thus, sets help

.

-' form a primitive basis Dor the number =kept and serve as pre-number ideas.,

7 `-
. 1 ,
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Describing Sets , t .

.

There are various
.

sists.of the following

N-

California; Oregon,.and Washington,

,

then we may specify the set,by listing all the members. A class rosfeF is

thus a means of spa ifying a'parttcularseti 15, reading list is a means bf

.specifying another et. Ip the later grades when special symbols are intro-

guced, we can.,rist he elements within braces ( ) to denote the set so

'specified. Tflus, if the reading li;rt consists of the book titles, The Story

of Ping, A Day in Maine, and Make Way for-Ducklings, we can enclose these

1 .titles within baces

(The Story of Ping, A Day in Maine, Make Way for.Ducklings)

,to denote "the set whose mem bers are The Story of Ping, A DEL in Maine, and

Make'Way for Ducklings." The braces ale an abbreviation for the .words "the

set whose members are". Vote that tie items inthe listings are separated by
commas.

$ There are occasions when it is inconvenientor impractical to specify the:

set by iisti,hg all-its members.' For example, the set of all states of the

United States requires a listing of 50 states; the get of alit inhabitants

in the United States may require a listing of more than 200 million names. /.
If there is an exrlicit common property that may be used to characterize the

wayin which a set may be specified. 'If the set con- ,ti
members,

meqppris of 'the set, then such a descript;Da may bb adequate. 'Thus,

I ,)
(the states of the United States)

44k

specifies the set being considered. For convenience, we they use a letter

. symbol to label a particular set, and'once.so identified, refer to. this set

by its label. Thusif ve agree to label the set of states of the United 4o
Statbs by the letter A,' then we can write

A (the states of the United States).

f.

Tfidreafter, the s,,* of states of the United States maybe referred to simply

as -*A. Conventionally, capital letters are used for this purpose.
- 4

We have mentioned that a class roster is a means of spec ifying a.particu-

lar set. Notethat 9-child's name is not listed more than once iri specifying

.the set. Once he is'listed0 he is designated as a Amber cf the set. By the

same token, -(d. e, r) is the set of 11 letters in 'the word "deer" as'well

as in the word "red" or in the word "erred",

1
.
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READINESS

:c At the pre-scho

concrete obi cis. Me ,

not.introduced.(:is suggested that the teacher use the words "Set," a4d

"member" whenever possib e, In pointing out sets of objects, be 'age to in -'

a,

,elude examples of a set bse members do'not share a common property, sucifas

the following

A = {,marble, Susan, table`}

at well as nine whose members do
shri;j4ommon property, such as

-1

ACTIV TIES

4 = [the musical instruments in the classrooi}..

. .

a

r

At this level, no formal
learning 'procedure is advocated. Rather,

. attempt to create an atmosphere in which incidental
learning can occur. A

sk,
...

program for incidental learning,.to
be sure, is not merely a.matterof allowing

certain concepts to cone into view; it is
planned exposure to the concepts-c(

more structured than accidental.learning and
less'structuredthan, formal ,,

learning. We list/below some suggestions for the kinds of "planned exposure"

that we have in
mind relevant to the concept of a set.

o In the classroom,
attention can be called to sets of objects'having

. simiIar membersl'for.exhmae,.iets
of'locks, sets of)paint-b.rushes,

and so on, 4

I level, the chil6..'s experiedces with
sets.shoyld be with

ce'the symbols "(" and "3" .for denoting sets are'

o
Oncet.heConcePt of pets begins to take shape and wen danger of confusib'

is not likely, it is
important to call attention to satsoonsiAing also

of dissimilar objects;'for example,
lunch 6.1)1.e settAngs., first aid

equipment, sandbox toys, etc.
.

q: Frequent conscious
and.intentional.use of the vocabulary "net" should be

a part, of the program of planned exposure.
This can seem strange at

first; but becomes comfortable after
some deliberate use.

.

"
o Sets of objects located in various areas of the room can be described;

for example, equipment
found in the Art area, doll area, block'play area.;,

etc. )

o A variety of sets maybe conAructed.with children in the clitss as-mem,

bers; for example, as
children work and play together, differentgroups

.....

may be, identified as 'seta': "the 'set of boys at the slide", "the sft

girls by'the swing ", and other such groupings:.

1 3 -9



o Specification oT sets by cai,egory:may,be illustrated by such classifies-
,570tiJons or defining

chaiacterisitics as: "table blocks ",, "floo:blocks",'
"indoor clothes ", "outdoor clothes ", "boys' Clothing", "girls' clothing ",'and the liie.

.

4. . r
r 'o Lunch provides many opportunities for the.dis-cussion of sets; for example,

withrekerence*to silverware, napkins, plates, seating arrangements of
o the c1ildreri. . , ,

. .

o Famkly'grOupsin stories may be identified as sets. Considtr, for example,family groups mentioned in: Ping, Blueberries for Saf," The Three Bears,etc.

Activit:tes in sort,ing arid clasSifying objects form important base's for
sorting and' classification

of concept for letining. Among the relevant
properties of sets which

might.be.discussed with children are the

0

0

following:

size, color, shape,
textuite, straightness,

curvedness, function,-.....
, -physical nature (solid, liquid;,or gas), mass, weight, number of-1.

sides, length.

i',

Teache's Can enpourage readiness for this concept by alternately focusing
.on the'child as an individual (Mmbei4) and as part of a larger sets(class).

.
..

.

, , 4
For example,

,""Where is Michael? Michael is 4 !limber of our group. "'
!'Is everyone in our groVp here?",

, _I

.

VOCAZULARY

element of a set

Member olka set
4

set.

4,
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BACKGROUNDNOTES

2. EQukt SETS . ) .

In vur discussion about sets, we have indicated that a set may be speci-

fied by (Various means such as by listinb ail Lhe.members or-by description

,

through some common properttes . Each of these, we, have noted, has its advan-

,

tages and disadvantages.

' The use of the first method depends heavily upon limitations'of practi-'

cality: Does the length of the listinf make it impractical to resort to, this
4

way of specifying the set? Or, ape there inherent impossibilitiesfor the

listing? To'ii/ustrate the first point, "Can we indeed within reason list the

names of 200,000,000' persons?" (flo,.if we consider taking on the taseas

individuals; possibly yes, if we ,consider'the task as a national enterprisq such

as for census"-takingc,) To illiustrate the second point, "Can we now"lis, for

example, the names of all children/born Z.n California next year?"

(On the other ha

to specify a setby

sets may consist of

nd, we hive' so indicated that it is not always possible

describing *operties shared by all the members. In fact,

dements with ,ter- other cormidh ploperty than that. of belong-

ing to the seine set. Even if there were properties' that the elements have in

common, in using h se tit define the%vre, an obvious but necessary word of

caution should be stated: as definina'properties,'not.only should each member

of the set possess'all these properties; futthermore, no element possedOng

all these properties can fail to belong to the set tl questidn.

Forthis level,..tte kinds of sets that we shall construct can usually bds.

described by listing. For example, we may identify a set,, A, as follows:

A-=IPat, Jean, Ruth).

At this point, a wo5daboutthe notation, "A = (Pat,
.
Jean', Ruth)" may .be in

order. When we use the symbol ".." it a sentence'such-as this, we ,pliall mean
.

that -the two expres0.ons are names for the same thing.' Iri this case, "A"

44 and "(Pat,'Jean, Ruth)!' are both different names for the same set. In the

.

case '. -* . ,'

.

(Pat,' Jea5, Ruth) = (Pat, Jean, Ruth),

) , 1
I

the'expreSsion at,the left, (Pat, jean, Ruth), and the,e4cpressionat the
, . -

right; (Pat, Jean, Ruth), are bath names for the 'apme sit.
.r, ,

. ..

5n.

--.-7.17Vpr
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I
--kow consider sets A and B, -specified as follows:

A = (Pat, Jean, Ruth)

B (Jean, Ruth, Ilt.1.

We see that both of these sets consist of exactly.thesame.menters
Since a:.

set is sPetified by its membets, the eletdnts belonging to 'namely .
t: . --. .

'Pat; Jean, and Ruth, k1

,

equally iTell specify thNet identified by the letter B. This fact may be:.. l
described by saying that' A and B are equal sets, and we write: A = B.

Examine the following specifications:
_ r.

g.

(the first five letters of the English alphabet);

(a, b, c, di e).

,they contain exactly,the same elements, we say that'they c!re equal sets,.g,.
-

. .

d lie may express'this by
.

.

atgting , '
,1

-=.(the 'first fiveletters of the English alphabet') = (a, b, c, d, e).

6,
In general,

IF A IS A SET AND B IS A,SPT, THEN A Bt.

IF, BOTH SETS HAVE FACTI'A THE SAME MEMBERS. ')

), Thus,since (Spain, France, M6gland) has exactly the same members as
'('-(F,rance, Spain, Ehgland) , 51te can write

.
. . -1 .

..(Spain, France, England) = (France, Spain, Englitnd}1- k
-s.... ..

"Mote that the orderer listing the elements of a set is immaterial in stecify,
s big the'set The same set may be speciffiey two different listings of the

same members:

We want to communicate the concept that a.8et is defined"by the members;.
it does not :matter hoie.widely spaCed these members may be; For example,

A 6

12
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is thersame set of objects 'as

.* p

a sie
1 I

However, although we wish to emphasize that set ,membership is 'independent

. ,

. .

of spatial arrangements.. we also recognize the intuitive aspects in visual" per
,.,..

ception. In a.visual display, the' Spatial arrangement of a set of objects may

suggest a natural .grouping. Thus the -arrangement
.

. . 4
'""'

4

x .x ,x x x x x 'N'XX XX XXX
.

X X X X X X X X X X X X XXX
4

might suggest 3 groups of ten object.'

Later on, when we examine the basis underlying our

'do _capitalized on thiS ,tendency to group on the basis of

For example, to.prrivel at'a particular decimal numeral,

be spatially grouped intd.;'-gets of 10's- and 1' s, and

ACTIVITIES , "

I

numeration system, -we

spatial arrangement.

a set of ,objects gray,

so on.

o Nit

The fact that rearranging the members of a se; does not change the set

is not' an easy concept to teach, and a variety of 'experiences limy need td be

provlded leading to this
notions. ., Some'ch.dren are quite- convinced that each

e

time there is a new arrangement of the same,members, a new set is ,formed. By

. .

way of illustrating that;we still have, the same set, t few examples are sug;

ge'stedi below.

o If Jimmy, Susie, Johnny; Bobby, and Louise sit at Table 1 for milk and

crackers, iT the same set -of children -at the table- even if Bobby and '"'

Louise were to exchange seats.

Johnny Jones' family conft-sists of the same members 'even thobah JOhnny

1
.

.

ones;-is in school, father is at Work, and mother and Sissy are staying

'f, ',,, ,
, , .

home.. i , c;

, .

o Books may be arranged.differently on a shelf. If there is no change in

....-N.:A

, .

membership, then each arrangement gives us the same set
.

of books.

-a As a ,certain set of children are gathered at the slide area, some may be

,

c

,
going up the steps ;of the slide;,some may be scooting down the slide, and

.

.... .,44.:

A ,others -may be waiting in line to go up the steps. If none of theS'eN.
_ .

children leave this- play are and no new members join in, then wer
,
have the /`

same,set- of children at the slide area. .. ..'

, -
.

' '''';'A:":-''' ''
, .

. ,

7
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Questions such as "There is-Michael? Michael is i member eif our group."

and "Is everyone in our group here ?" serve also to hint at'the concept

that a new arrangement of the same members does nnt.change the consti-

piency'of a set. Michael still belongs to the group whether he happens
tote off in the'jungle gym or riding a tricycle.

Tbk concept of. equal sets is one that the Students will be faced with

again and again. To sharpen the notion, we ,may want to emphasize that if

thep,is a changein membership, a different set is formed. For example:

In 'our illustration above of children at Table 1 for milk anrcrackers,

if Jimmy, who was at Table 1, traded seats with Dotty, who was originally.
le 2,'then the children in Table I after the exchange aee-no longer.

exactly the same onesas were there before.

o Janet,-Pgt, and Jeanette ale in the-doll area; Barbara joins in with the
group.. Then the set

(Janet, Pat, Jeanette)

has been changed to a diffeltent set

(Janet, Pat, Jeanette, Barbara),

because of this change in membership.

VOCABULARY

. .

equal sets

8

14

c2

4.

O

tor
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3; SUBSET

,BAckocum NOM 0
.

-

.We can illustrate the Concept of a set by constructing a variety of them.

.
'For example, aset of.'boys in the class might be

'Toms, Bob, Dave).

Another ,set of bOys in the class might be

S = {Jim, Bob, pave }.

Notkice that S can b foimed by selecting members from B. 4It is true that we

can always look for such special relationships between sets: informing sets,

. the elements are usually drawn from another set serving as a source, so to

7

F

speak. -

.Thus, when a set is folmed consisting of-children in the, clasbrorom, each

of the members is drawn from the class] in building-with blocks, each of the

blocks going into a construction is drawn from a pool ofbrocks; a stack of '

booXs drawn froi the bookshelf constitutes a set related to the set of books,
.

on the shelf in this special way(' Likewise, given the set
. ,

A = (a, b, c, d, e),

-another set, ,B, consisting of the elements..a,,c, and 'd from A maybe ;

formed:
,

,B = (a,c;d).

I

From the way that B is formed, we can see that each of its elements is an

element of A. This last statement ser/es"as the criterion by WIlich-the con-
.1 /

cept of a subset may be defined. We say that

IF A AMY B ARE, SETS) THEN B IS A alBSET OF A

IF EACH'EMEMENT OF B IS ALSO AN ELEMENT OF A.

Thus', .(Jim, Bob, Da;re) is a subset of (Jim, Tom, Bob, Dave); each
4

member of

(Jim, Bob; Dave')

is,a,member of

(Jim,' Tom, Bob, Dave).

On the other hand, (Jim, Dave, Frank} is not asubset of (Jim, Tom, Bob,

' Dave) because Frank is not a member of (Jim, Tom, Bob; Dave).

15



Consider,now, sets A. and B spe6Ified as follows:

A = (a; b: c, d, e) and B = (b. se, d)
a

We can verify that every element of B istan element of.A- (remember that the
%order of listing of the elements is immaterial); therefore, B is a subset of

A. Observe now that both A and B consist of the same members; so A = B.

This example fllustrates.that one of the subsets that can be forted from a

given set may be simply the given set. This occurs, for example, when 611 the

blocks in a container has been used. in block-building. The set_ of blocks in

the building is precisely the same set.of blocks that was in the container.

TYect that one of the sqsets that can be formed may be the given set
may e so taken for granted that the need.to-make such a statement is not at

- all apparent. However, this fact will have some undertone's fty us, as for
' example., when we examine certain special cases for subtraction.

We have noted thlt if
f .

A = (a, b, c, d, e) and B = e, c, a, d);

then B is a subset of A; it .s equally true that A. is a subspt of B.

This leads to the following statement:

IF A 'IS A SUBSET OF B,' AND IF B
c

IS A SUBSET OF A, THEN A = B.

READINESS
,r

In. introducing thet,w "subset", carefd1 enunciation is needed as there
i

ma'Pbe confusion between the words "set" and "subset" because these terms may
soun4 ;14ike to the children. s

.

Both the proper use of language nd the deliberate stress on certain

critical terms are particularly import nt in view pf,..the listening habits of 0

some children. Same may not be able to grasp all that-is said. Irtaddition
to marked effort in the proper use of language, constant and natural Ilse of

, new terms throughout the da3)v occasions arise has been. found to be helpful.

This is like Working in "La plti de ma-t-ante"at every opportunity one gets.

La order to make the idea of subset meaningful to the children; it may be

necessary for a while to use the* expression "set within a set". The set trust %

be identified First in each instance before discussing subsets of that given(41

- set. In speaking of a subset, we must alwdy ave a reference set.

10 16 ,
:, ,- , -f
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.

' As we have pointed ow-, it is true that a set is a subset of itself: How-
..

ever, this notion'is not simple and doe.not need to be given emphasis at this

time.. :'or this level, we can use examples, .plstead, in whichrthe subset is a

%
,

part of a larger set.

..
When the idea of subset is introduced, the children may tend to always

------ o ' ,

4 , .

elect like objects as membei4s of the subset; YoU--will'have to provide

numerous opportunities for them to manipulate set'matiais and form various

1
, .

subsets so that they will understand that a silbset.may be aa set Withiri a

so, i. . --i..--,.
given set. -When identifyinft subsets of a set, Make:'clear'that sinc)a subset

may,
1

is a set, a subset likewise may, but needs not consist of like members.

\
( 'In view of this, avoid having the children

.

develop the misconception/ hat,
i,

a, subset is a subset becalse the members belong together for reasons based on
i

size, Color, user etc.' You may find that it will be efib'ctiveto do More

"showing" than "telling"..
.

.% _ _ . - . . _ .- .

It is true that each individual member of asset is a subset of that set.

However, in -brie early activities, with subsets, we suggest that, you generally

consider subbets that have at least two memb In this way, children are,

less likely to confuse the idea of "member of a

of a set".

ACTIVITIES

t" with the idea of -"subset

4

There may, be many instances where examples of subsets can be pointed out.

Appropriate vocabulary should be used where applicable. Activities can be

planned so that there will be many incidental-opportunities for discussion of

'this .concept. Here are a few.suggestio ns.
.

(:)
During playperiod, a subset of the class that is on team A might be

'
o

:,-identified.

,
A subset of the duckling 'in the pond might be an-appropriate subject

,for conversation during reading.
/

.cr Members of the class who are playing specified instruments (e.g., druaS,

rhythn sticks, 'piano, etc.) is a subset of theclass.

6
o Pieces of a puzzle may be a subset of tlie,puzzle.

o ,A toy or group_of toys might be asubset'of a larger set.of't*s.

o The rhythm records form a subset of the classroom set of records.

I

I
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Various subsets may be identified in sets of parquetry blocks.

o Members of the class at the painting area form a subset of the class.

o The payt brushes" -are members of a subset Of the painting equipment.

VOCABULARY;

.

subset

T

;

18
12 I.
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XACIDERCUND6WKOS

When we say that aset is well.rdefined,we mean that it is clear what

objects are to be members of the set and what objects are not to 15e members
",a e

4. A' SET I./rill ONE MMBER

.

.

of the 'set. For example,
4 ... e

-1.

V = (the vowels in the English' alphabet)

is- well - defined. Given a letter of the-English alphabet, we knot: whether` it '
..,

elongs to the set or pot. Neglecting irregularities, the members of V are

he letters: a,. e, i, o, and u. Thus '

(a, e, i, o, u)

Bribes or specifies the same set identifidd above by the letter V.-wW'iith

her degcrixtion, the set is well-dpfined.

Thede'sciption, "the set of all vowels in the word 'cat; ", ,just as

/early specifies a set as the description, "the set of all vowels in the

zglishalphabet". Using the criterion, V = (a, e, i, o, We ,find that

ily one lett?' (namely the letter "a") of (c, a, t) fita,the description,

the set of all vowels in the word "cat".

t,*

ITS °then wOrdS,

(the vowelsin the word "cat") = (a) .

This is an example ofoit set with a single member.

It may conflict with our intuitive sense to thinit of a set with a single

.:,member since, in ordinary language, the w6rd "set" connotes more than one_object'

in the collection. Logically, however, unless the concept of a one-member set

is copsiderbd app5opriate, i would. make no tense to come up with "a" as the

set of all vowels in the w d "cat "; for %hen, the letter "ga" would not

answer the question, "Wh is the set of.all.vayelsin the word "cat'?"

' In thinkingeab9utamset with one member, there is A altxong inclination to

think of the set a 5 the member thatmakes this set as one and the same

thing, and it is Iportant to distinguish between the two. By this we mean,

' ion exam
,

the sethose only member is "a"

1.9
13
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1 -

should not be confused with

the-letter "a".

A case lelpoint-might"be given, Tor:exaraple, in -Ule Cataloguing of'books

in' the school library: 'Under the category of classics might be just the one

book, Treasure Island, By itself, the book is riot the same asthe set of
classics. If another lbook is added to.the collection, the set of classics\has

changed; the book, Treasure Island,has not changed.

° t
. -

An even more bizarre set that we shall now describe is the set that has no
members, Using the, same criterion as above '.or the set of 411 vowels in the

English alphabet, we may ask, "What is .the set of all vowels in the word 'why'?"

This set has no, members! As anotiler illustration, cbhsider the set of all two-
eyed Cyclops. This is also the set having no'memberd: 'the empty set.

Both of the mathematical concepts--of'aset with one member and of the set

with no members--are convenientones. Moreover, as.in the case_of a.:get with

one member, the existence of the empty set is a vital question of logic.

Neither the quegtion, "What ig the set of all vowels in.the word 'cat'?" norO , o

"What is'the set of all vowels in the word 'whyl'?"%can be answered' unless the

existenof a set with one member and the empty is.admitted. A plea_ may be
. .

'Macikhet the questions themselvesvneed to be reworded. Instead of
i

"What letha set of 411 vowels in,the word !cat'? ", it may be more 'appropriate
-

.
, .

to ask, "What is the vowel in the word 'cat' ?" Equally, instead of "What is
i

. ., the
V
Set of all voweii 4n the word 'why' ? ", it may be more appropriate to ask,

t if any, is the vowel in the word 'why'?" This May sound sensible, but
.it does require a priori knowledge of,the answer.YQUite often, we do not know

advance, how many solutions we.may have to,a problem. With the understand-
(

ipg that there may be one, more than One, or noerabers in a set, there would
/' le no need to rephrase the question each time a special situationois encoun=

.tered. For example, the questioni "What is the set of boys enrolled in this,

e'school?" might be equally,applicable to the Yale, Columbia, or\Vassar popula-

tion--or to one in which 1.1.st one boy happens to be enrolled.

The empty set is the et with no members. Thus, the set of all boys

enrolled'in Vassar is an example of the empty set. _The set of.all months

havingnine Sundays (Gregorian calendar) is another example of the empty pet.

A notation, for the empty set is f ). The empty space betweenthe braces

indicates that there are no memben6,in the set.

141P'
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'Recall that B la said to be a subset of A if each member of ,B..-is
1

, .
.

,
-

-also a member of Al. Another way to,say this is: ,

j B, IS A sltsur OF A ,IF-THERE IS NO MEMBER

OF B WHICH IS NOT ALSO A MEMBER OF A.

Both statements say exactly the same thing. Asfa Consequence of these,cpid

t statement, the empty 'set is a subset of
_

A = (Bob, Jim, Dqve).

To see this, consider thetwo sets
\,.

. E =.( ) and A. . (Bob, Jim, Dave) . . .

- - - --; ,,;-

,

7 :----,- --"..-v- '- 414

Can it be stated that there is no member of E that is not also a member :72g
... .4 ..... ..

A? Since this is true, then it can be argued that the empty set is..a subset

of A.' By the same token, we, can say that .
.

.

THE EMPTY SET IS A SUBSET OF EVERY

READINES ' . .
, I

. /- >,

As indicated above,
theset With one niember and the empty set may not seem

0
.

.

.
.

.
to be easy concepts to present. Many teachers, however, reput.that-eldadren

have been able to grasp these concepts - quite easily. Since these zets Will

ultimately be associated with the number 1 and. 0, theyneed tole-tie

*' .

-
.

.

in our experiences with snta. .

.

Familiar examples of one member sets may be '

the set of clocks on the wall,
.

theset of teachers in the class, or .
$. .

ir

the set of American flags in'the room.

As for sets with no members, reference may be madalto such sets as

°
the set of live elephants seated-at theiteacher:s desk.

4
'Also,you may refer to such sets as '

the set of crayons in a crayon container

'when tare are no,crayons inche box:

.

.:/The concept of the empty set eing a subset of every set-iia,xeadiness.

'-task for the operation of subtraction: In,doing the problem, 2 - 0 = 2,, the

`child imagines the operation as one of removing a Subset with no.members from-

t.

a set with -two members.

: 2 1
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,.. . ,. .Children can be prppared for the; concept of a set with a single member
. ..4 $

xithelutIA4ngtgiven a fOrmal definition of the
p

concept. In ,se-kinderguaotsn,
...

4is is.sagtrtllFlelLr most of our activities in mathematics. ,Games can

. '

4,.. ;.> ,.. .t... ..- , . -.....--
"devised along the linesftof."I am thinking of .." that would hint at specify.:-,: ,

A.B.g a set with one. member by supplying enough clues. For.example6 o..,

,
['"I am thinking of a little girl in this classroom who has dark hair."-.,,

',(Sildnce?) ,..1..

.-, t---

or,

'!ThiS'little,girl has a bow in.her hair." (More silence?

"This little girl is wearing a,red dress today." (W.11.miore silence?) 4

"This little giziis titting..e back row and is the tallest little
girl in this class." (Ruthie!)

ti

p
"I am thinking of something that is in this room. It is made of cloth
and is fastened to a stick. The cloth has a pattern on it of some red

and white stripes, and of some white starst.inside a blue patch..."

o Readiness for the empty set may be prqvided first by the concept of
empty. Children shOUld haveMany concrete examples with the preconcept -.

.., ..

of emptiness. Forxample,,e

empty hands; empty plate;
.' ft,.

.empty juice pitcher; empty animal cage;'
.. ,

empty puzzle fack; empty nail box...:-
-

,,,, /-
.

.%o For eaceemp container, we can discuss what could be there. For example,

1 ,....animal cage: hiuster, guinea pig, .turtle, rabbit, etc-.*::
.-

pitchgr: milk, juice, Kool Aid,,etc.;

'puzzle-rack: puzzles.

We can also discuss what was there:

pitcher: juice;

plate: meat,vegetables, etc.

ri
a

We can remark, "Your plate is empty. You have 6aten,.all of your mitt,

potatoes, and applesauce?" '4

'16
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o In addition to planning.experiences
where the'concept Of empty .can ;be .

isolated for the children,
the'teacher can make use of temany incidental

opportuhities-in the daily program to point out empty sets. Use the.

. .

vocabtlary0,.empty or.empty set wherever pogsible: Do not use vocabulary

where use\would be artificial or'torced. Thus, there will be fewer

opportunities in the daily program to use the words, empty set, than to

,..

use the-mord, empty. Many concrete experiences with situations are,MOre

,., important at this'level.

VOCABULARY .,

empty

empty set

'

ts

a.,

ti

r,

4
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5. ONE-TO-ONE CORRESPONDENCE

f
BACKGROUND NOTES`' .

.

One of the ways that we have used to specify a set.is to descri e it by
the property or propertia's ,that the eleMents have in common. For example,
the set

(vowels in the English alphabet)

As specified by the properties -4110
4

that of being an English letter and

between elements within Ite set so

every element of the set sharesCnamely,

that'of being a vowel. This commonness

s out elements 'hat belong to the, set
from'eleffiepts that do lot bel

'Oftentimgs, common properties

and thus the method of classiryi

one kind of set from anothei-;.tha

to classificatign of sets of thing

7'

end

.

A = (lion,
,a

d

between different sets may be identified,

ended to help distinguis'ethings can be

is, classification of things may be extended

. For example, if

tiger, leopard) #

B = (elephan

.

.then it is not true that, A = B. In f

sets have In common. However, one woU1

between A' and-- -B than there is betwee

, deer, cow:, horse),

r

et, thee is no element that tkle two -'

agree that there,is more in common
ti

.either of these' fete and

e C = (gold,.wood,'Water,

the commonness that.we recognize between A and B is

sets of animals;.mteover, of, land animals. While we mayf choose to distinguish

A from B by the chaianteristics that pri! is a set.of darnivorous animals and
B is a set of h,rbivorous animals, the po t is made hereithat, sets may"none-

.Aheless be compared with one another by vari*qus means.,

One way of cemparing-two sets is by an tment-by-element

"!Looking at the following sets,

X = (beai, cat, cow, dog)

)
t

1
t both of these, are

Lt.

Y = {calf, cub, kitten, pup),

/

c24

pairing.



aro

'we fan note, as before, that X and Y have a commom characteristic: both
, .

of these are-sets of animals. More so, X and eY seem to be intimately 0

relatedX;', consists of certain'animils, and /', the young animal corres-

ponding to eac of those in X
...,

.

..
.

X = (bear, cat, cow, des)

calf; dub; kitten, pup).

As illustrated in the above diagram,,we can indicate a pairing by drawing a

double-headed arrow between the corresponding members: Thus; the above shows

A

that

bear is paired with cub;

cat. 'is paired with kitten;

cow is paired with., calf;
.

dog .;" is paired with pup.
1

4

In this example, our pairing was motivated by arl'epoarently.inatural
.

tendelcy to pair certain el6ments belonging to the-sets. As we sh%ii.see

shortly, we may want to relax this constraint.in looking for an element -by-

element pairing. For example,Ire.shall consider the following to be equally

admis4ble as an element-by-elementeiring beween4, and Y: I

:} 4

X =' (bear, cat; cow, dog)

A I

1
Y = (calf, cub, kitten, pup).

For ourour pUrpose, the concern will not,be so MAch that "cat" is pairedth

"cub" nor that "-cat" is paired with "kitten". Our main interest here-'is ,that

exactly one member of X is paired with exactly one member of Y.
41e,

In the following example,

Z = (bear, cat, coo, dog, seal)

Y = (calf, cub, kitten,.pup),

there is an element-by-element pairing, but it is not true that exactly one

member of Z is 'parreg with exactly one member of Y ,(both "dog" and "seal"

are paired with "pup"). 1



Another example of a comparis9n by paring is the following!

A = ( flower, truck, liprY

,' si .
B =. (bat, bird, t all, block).

1 .

I'

'' Note that in this example, an element of B. is left, tInd there is no element,

of-A. which is paired with it. ,Hence,,we see that When we pair the elemen s..._.

of two given sets; it is possible to have' every element in one set paired a d

have elements left unpaired in the other set.
6,- -

If there.are no elements, left unpaired, then we say that the two sets
match. Another way of seying this is that we have a one-to-one correspondence

between the eleAents of the two sets. It can be seen that whether we cah get

a one-to-one Correspondence between the elements of twp sets does not depend

on which element of B is paired with which elemen t of A.

Another waywf saying that a set, A, matc,4es a set, B, .is to say. '014
.

,, A IS tQUWALENT TO B.

There are three important properties of the equivalence relation. On the

-v surface, the first two statements may seem-rOther trivial. However; they will
NL

have some repercussions 1p,ter in deaiingwith puAbers.

2' P.
.

(i) lie can see.;'that by our pairing process, k11.1st b true inlgeneral,
.that

IF A 18 EQUIVALENT TO,

TEEN B IS EQUIVALENT TO A.

(ii) that by A-= B, we mean that both A 4and B represent

the same thing (they are 'names for the,same thing), t is clear.

that ,p set is equivalent to itself; that is,

A IS EQUIVALENT TO' A.

(iii) Finally, wt cAn observe that

'IF A IS EQUFALENT TO B, AND IF B' IS

EQUIVAMT TO1 C, THAT -A IS EQUIVALENT TO C.

This third property may be described by stating ghat the equivalence rela-

tion is transitive. To illustrates we see that-if

4
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J., A = !sun, moon, star),

B (dam, block,.rock),

C = ( Jerry., Sue,VonY),

and we-have the'following one-to-one correspondences:

A = (sun, moon, %star) -

B°= (dam, block, rock).1*

and

then, since

'

B = (dam, block, rock)

I

C = (Jerx7, Sue; Tony),

sun - dam Sue, sun:"... Sue;

moan. block « Jerry, jerry;,
7.

star rockrock.... Tony, star 'Tony;

,o
it

is possible to get a one.rto:one correspondence betWeeno-% 47-_°and4 C,

.

A =, (-sun, moon, star)

C'. (Jerrk, Sue, Tony).*

Therefore, we can conclude that A Is equivalent to:.0 from the fact,that
.4

A matches B and B matches C.

READINESS *

twossets is an operation which leads to comparing two sets and, .

later, to comparing two numbers. It is also basic to the concept of counting.

Noticetbai pair is used as an active verb, and not as p noun as in the

4

z.

expression "a pair of shoes",'etc. In fact; phiases like "a pair or.mittens,

Or whatever, should be avoided when developing the idea of pairing members of

sets. A more appropriate idea to use might be that of "partners:, if this is.

,a familiar one to children This is suitable, however; only if partneTsarr

formed by associating a member ,of one set with a memberof..arrOqer set.



At the Pre-school level, the teacher can pair sets concretely, such as.
.`pairingithe set of boys with the set of girls. One can also-place two sets

on the flannel boaid and show the pairingswith pieces of yarn. In any
ease,it is.imporant to identify clearly the two sets whichare to be paired.

We want to stress the fact that the order ofv.pai:ring makes no difference.
Thitrict is basic '(:) the counting operation. It; counting' members of a set,
it makes no difference in which order the' members Elie counted--the end result
-is the same.

At first, it is easier for children to follow or perform the pairing
-operation if the members of the two sets bding paired are in some way related.
For instance: pair a set of aprons with a set of forks, or a set of boys with

a a set of ice-cream cones. However, eventually sets whose elements are not re-
lated should be introduced, for example, pair the set consisting of

a ball, an ice-cream cone, and a book
,4

to the set consisting of 41.

a car, a doll, ad a bird. '

When two sets match, then express'this fact by saying that..oniiet'has

as,many members as the other set.

In due course of time, you will find it convenient to bring into donver-.

..sation several terms that apply when one 'Set has as many members as another

set: match, matching, equivalent"?' If one set has exacily as many members as
another Tet, we may say that:

the two sets MATCH; or that

they are MATCHING sets; or that

the.two sets, are EQUIVALENT; or that
they are EQUIVALENT sets.

Your introduction and use of such Zerms should naD be forced or hurried. Major
concern is with the concept thais first expressed by the words as many mem-
bers as. The vocabulary of metal, matching, and equivalent should be used only
to 'the extent that these words facilitate. the development of that

A*boneept. It
**Nis important that children understand your use of the terms; but it is

particularly important or necessary Vat children use the.terms readily in
their own conversation although it has, been reported that Children can and do.
use these terms with understanding. It is sufficient if children'understand

a question suclias, "Do the sets match ?" or "Are the sets equivalent?" It is
not essential that children themselves bb able to say, for instance, "The set
off' books is equivalent to the set of dshee-.4` .

22
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ACTIVITIES

.-There are many opportunities for ope-to-ope correspondences in th -g*Nr_

school program, and children should have such experienCes in pairing. The'

-TiiriAg process should be consciously directed and .deliberate.*- The use of the

'vocabulary should aicr be deliberate. Proceed with the activity slOW.yand

,quietly, and with sufficient delay so that attention is focused on the pairing

process, being very careful to identify each set that is involved.

. The iderAfication of the two gets might first be accomplished by ringing

each set with a piece of yarn (if the sets are on the flanne{board or are ob-

jects on a table); by setting objpcts of, one set on one table apdthe other an

another table;-er,--in the ease Of children, -with-a piece of yarn on the floor,

,etc., 0T by wide spparation between one set and the other. However, ringing

by yarnvetc., can be overdone to the extent that children might not regard

objects as belonging to a particular set because they "have no rings around

them

elow, are listed some sets in which an attempt at pairing might be con-

040red to be "natural":

-o Mealtime:.

crackers to milk

silver to dishes

Clothing:

coats to children

shoe.to shoe in dress-up area

o Claslroom'activitiest

palit brushes to paint containers

scissors to children

-Hchool-home activities:

children to notes to be skit home -

children to paintings to be sent home

4

The phrase "as manriesYshouid be enunciated clearly and deliberately as,'

bode childreh may atten td-'pnly apart of the phrases. For example, if a child

were asked to construct a setwith "as many members as" a given set, he may

simply constiluct one with mmnny members.

6
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BACKGROUND NOTES ,

6. MORE THAN AND FEWER THAN

We have seen how sets, may be compared using element-by-element pairing.

-
When there is'a one-to-one correspondence

:between all the elements of one s t

-imethe'91ements of another, we say that the sets are 'equivalent and that 'e

' set has as many members as the other. Often, we do Dot have-equivalence be-
.

tween sets. For instance, in pairing the elements of A with those of 13

,(shown below),.there is a member of B which is not paired with eny, element

so regaidless of how the elements are paired. riithis

.

--ease, we say that B has more members than A.r

- -----,-.
A = (cat,-aog,,mouse)

.
%

,

.

.

B -44Mary, John, Bill, Peggy).
,

.
.

We n also AaYnhat A' has fewer member than B. Thus we can compare sets
,,,.,,k -:-."2/, .4,

*ccordiDg to -Vire ;.possible outcomes:
',.',4

A matches .B;
/'

A has more membersthan B;

A has fewer members than B.

Furthermor e" all this can be accomplished without coughing.. Suppose C

is the 9et"ofAall children in the school and S is the set pf seats in the

school aui'Um.i pairing, we can :determine without counting whether one

1!

set has mbefe'than the othex, one set has fewer members than the other,

or the sets
41.

Below, we ,consider three sets, A, B, C, where
r

A (1, 2, 3, 4, 5)

B = (c; d, e, f)

C --. {oyster, Walrus, carpenter}.

Note that A has more members than B'.and:that .B has morennembers than

C. Moreover, itcan be seen that has more members thlin. C. This illus-

trates an important property called the transitive property. Recall that we

haveobserved such a property holding also with e2auiyalence. In the statement
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, 4
Or the transitive propertYaSove,-bY

replacing the phrase, "has more meeeIlL=.,0
than" each time it occurs with the-phrase,"4_equivalent to", we have thez&tOec
(M.ent'for the transitive property for' equivalence. This property is important

13 3 '-because it provideA us with bouffmdant of working with nuiriTrIVer: The
transitive property given abake fox..., more tbammay,be,stated-41-1 general terma
'as follows:

IF A HAS MORE MEMBERS THAN' B,.
,AND IF B HAS MOREMEMBFaiS THAN C,

THEN A HAS MORE MEMBERS THAN C.
)

. .

( 1(

The transitive property is derived without recourse to counting. The
4-conclusion sanctioned by this property gives us the comparison of A and

with a set, Bi 'acting as intermediary. (In a sense, it tellsus how A cbm-
;pares with C using B -as a "yardstick".) Clearly, a transitive property is

/Similarly,applicable when A has fewer-memberhtthan, B, and B has fewer
4fiembere'than C. That is,,

/

IF A HAS FEWER MEMBERS THAN Er,

AND IF B HAS FEWER MEMBERS THAN

THEN A HAS FEWER MMBERS THAN C.

Both of the relations, "more than" and "fewer than" are order relations.,
Meansof'bitheT of these,, we can order sets which have different .numbers of

membera according to their "izes". 'Thus if

cc) ,0 , 0,, % ),
B = (C, 1, M, V, W),

,C = (cow, tree, blimp);

D = (walrus, carpenter, oyster, Alice, cabbage, 'king),

then: in order of increasing number of elements, the sets may be

C.; D.
3.

.

In decreasing prder these sets are ordered, thus: D, B, A, Ca .Ultimately,
tough the order relation for sets, we derive order,relations for numbers.

it ti.' DINES S .I

.

For 'Same-children, the idea of "fewer members than".seems more difficult1. r
grasp than the idea of "more members than". HoweYer, children's under -

-nding of "more than" can be used'to good adyantage in developing an under-.

standing of the "related idea of "fewer than". Therefore, much time should be
ep -an

,

ent tha "more than" abncept before introducing the idea of "fewer-thanv.
1
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SuppOse,,/for instance,i that in compargthe set of boy's with the set Of,

',girls, we find that there are more members in the se-tol' boys than in the set

of glrls.1 Simply mention that we may say this another, way;, namely, "the set

'of girls 'has'fewer members thahihe set of bays".

7."

It is important to stress the fact that the "more than" or "fewer than"

relationsdepend.upon the result of pairing. For instance, after pairing the

'two sets, say the following:

"The set of children has more members than the set of easels

'because there are dhildren left who are not paired with an

e'asell"

The concept of "more than" for sets is basic to the concept of "greater

than" for' numbers. Similarly, the "fewer than" felatibh fOr sets is associated

the'leas than" relation for numbers.

:ACTIVITIES

Children should be given many opportunities for camparison) and such voca-
'

,bulary should be used enough so thatlit becomes part, of the speech pattern."

.For some children, there may be a pr9longed delay before the concept of "fewer

.

than" becomes understandable and meaningful. When it does, no onecan be _

absolutely sure just what helped to put across the idea.' The concept' of "more
t

'than" is more easily taught and one can try to approachhe "fewer than" con-

.

cept by .repeated contrast with "more than "'. This repeated c 44..

N ry

does not always appear to be successful, and many avenues need to be e444ile

In activities introducing the "more than " - "fewer than" concepts, it is 4

suggested that examples in tahich the comparison is by volume,_weight, spate

(extent); size, and time be avoided. Try to limit examples to those ,having '

to do with quantity; that is; the "How many" type. Aside from greater diffi-

culty grasping volume, etc.,
volume#16, areal, and pther kinds of sines

the 'meaning of."Which,set mehbers?Thus,'Ipile
"c-

"Tom has more milk:ln his glass than Pat."'
,,

.

is vleaningful
statement7446Egne purpose .of set comparison,) it introddces

confusion, to the "more than" concept that we are-trying to teach. Similarly,

mashed potatoes, being measured by bulk rather than by discrete pieces,'would

not make a good'exemple f r this unit. .Some suggestions that may be appro,

priateare listed on the ollOwing page.

1
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Nz:

q(ettitinie:

co4pare'nunber of cookies

o, ..

I (

compare number of biopics

/
r compare chairs with children ( "There are more chairs than children...")

VOCABULARY 4

\

11'E:1,Na:than

. ,greater than

;less thane°
*t-

.nore than

order

-transitive property

C:

0%4

14

1

34.
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-*BAdKGROTiND, NOTES.

,

7. ORDERING OF SE'T'S

In Unit 5, we were concerned with oneto-one correspondences whidh,led to

the concept of equivalent elks. From the*ponsideration of sets that are equiva-
,

lent, it is natural to consider sets that are not equivalent. HenCe, in Unit

6, the concepts of "more than" and fewer than" were discussed. There, we

mentioned,that by thetransitiveip operty, we are able .to order sets that do

not match.

ConVentionally., we think of increasing order as we proceed from left to

. ,
right. This merely a convenience in specifying a direction to agr ,ith'

the usual custom in ordering number's on the number line. Thus, if two sets do

not match, the set with more members is located to the right of one with fewer

members.. We can also order vertically so, that the set with mbre members is

above the one with feWer members, and'this would,age with a vertical number

line arrangemea such as exemplified by the therm8Meter, where numbers increase

\upwards.

Suppose we were to order the following

A = (cat, dog,

B = (Mary)

. /1
. C = (ball, cabbage).

.
.

We stiart by comparing two sets at a time. Since A has more members. than B, t

k
. .

we pliace- A to the right of B:

B, '15,.
' ,

-.0

4( 0-
Now we must determine where4"C is to go. There are three-possible locations

.

for C:

B A )'
.

(i) to the left oC B,--in whicircase:theOrdei4416 C-,-418;1;

(ii) between 13 loand A, in which case, the'breller is B, C,'A;

(iii) to the right of A, in which case', the order is B, A, C.

.
To determine which of these is the correct oiter,'we compare C with B

and A, two sets at a time. Comparing C with B, we see that -C has.more

members 'than B, so C cannot go to the left of B:

B

22
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Since the Order is not as in (i), it' must then be as ieei:ther (itl. or,
' tiii).'_Now, comparing C with AI we see that A mujit.be to the right ofY,010'

C sih6e A''hai morebernbers; in, other words, C is to the left of, A:

t.

Togs, tne order is:

FOr these same

them: For instance

Tc1

B, C, A.

sett, the transitive property co

)
- *,

A has more members than C;

C has more members than B;

uld have been used to order

therefore

A has-more members than B;

hence the order is established as

t-F
.;)

.

B, C, A.
)

Equa(ly transitive property could have been used in conjunction

with the .=fewer than" relation,("O specify that:

B is to the left of: C;

C is t6 the ],eft of A; therefore,

B id to tile left of A;

and Ultimately, arri -ve at the same order as befote; namely, B, C, A. We

shall see later, that ordering sets is the basis for ordering of numbers.

The fact that sets may be Ordered according,to how many members they have,

leads to ordering of nUfalbers, and in this zonnection, we have mentioned the ,

number line. Nurnberg themselves, in turn are usdd to specify order when we

think in terms of the ordinal numbers: first, second, third,'and so on. ,In

fact, we 'often use numbers in the ordinal sense without stating that this.ig

so. For example, when we refer to page 57 of a particular book, we mean the

Afty-seventh page of this book, and so we do intend 57 to beused,inn
ordinal sense. This` certainly does not need to be mentioned at this level.

However, the children still need the vocabulary: ,first, second, third, ....

READINESS

cirdering of sets is greatly facilitated if children are able to distinguish

4

right" from "left;', and also "above" from "'Aloe. It is usually better to

the the left to right order since itis a habit that we wish to develop for

the children's later experiences in reading.

.
30
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Since ordering sets requires,
children to arrange the sets in a row such aa

. - . ,

illustrated below,
: a

of

any experiences that can be provided ofthis nature should be helpful.

6.66.6.46/6

A.

"'Wm
ACTIVITIES

ID> .

Activities can be planned so that children hdve actual experience in com

p

.

/ -
paring sets of objects., For example,

,

-

, .

o ,Have children.sezted in a semi-circular 'arrangement.
Each of the children

isgivenlg. set of objects. The children are paired off tgo-by-two, and

then are encouraged to compare
sets with their partners. One may have

,

"more than" and-the other "fewer thanfl'his partner. Also, one may have

0

"as many as" his partner.

Different children can be handed.pre-counted sets of,pbjects (toys, era
k

blocks, etc. in a containerrconsisting of,different
numbers of objects

sers,

Suppose Tom has 4 objects, Diok has 3, and Mary has 6. We can have

TOM compare his set with Dick's by placing the sets side by side on the

flooe. After deciding that Tom shoUld be located to the right of Dick,

we next ask Mary to compare her set with Dick's and Tom's in turn. This

kind Ofiactivity,tan be
repeated with other sits and other children until

each child has had some

'activity should be very

dtwation.

experience with set comparison. Mid" type of

informal and should be relatively limited in

°

V

r

There are many opportunities
within the classroom for the serial

of objects. At these times, the teacher can helpIsthe children observe,,

and orderothe objects.
Opportunities for exploration of this concept and for

natural use of
appropriate vocabulary should be very frequent throtghoutfthe '

'prouaM.

o As snacks or meals are distributed, make reference to which child is

served first, second, third, etc.

o ,Disewsions of the days of the week can involve ordinal nuMer; for

example, Skinday is the first day of the week.

31
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As children play with manipulative-materials,
the teacher Ai use this

9pportunttytO point out and help children explore order. -.For example,
order in stringing beads, and so on.

di
cl.,

,There are many.stories and semgs which-are based on the concept of ordinal. ,

.number. These can profitably be included in t1e program. For example,
Three Little Pigs (traditional) refers to the first pig, second pig; etc.

VOCABULARY ,.. .,...)

(,,

.

, ...,..r,c

ordinal number ..y.. .1.

.

J

A

44,

,(
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. - .

8. NUMBER-1410PERTY OF A SET :

BACIZROUND :NOTES

. 2

The concept ofnumber ip developed from the concept p' sets. Recall that

sets can be compared according to different criteria. A set of red balloons'

and a set of red blocks share the common characteristic of color. A'sdt of

blue blocks, a set of red blocks, and a set of green blocks are each composed

of'elements which are blocks.

If a one-to-one correspondence can be set up between ih&elements of two

sets, they are said to be equivalent. For example, (Leon;, Rosa, Eddy) is

equivalent' to (a, b, c) because their members can be Vaired, with none left

over. It is certainly possible to name many other sets which are equivalent

to these; indeed, we could never exhaust all the possibilities. *It tan be

seen'that

(animal, vegetable, mineral) i T equivalent to (Leon, Rosa, Eddy),

and by virtue Of the fact that

(Leon, Roat, Eddy),. is equivalent to (a, b,,c),\

we have, by the trapsitive property of equality,

(animal, vegetable, mineral) is.equivale4t to (a, 11,'c).

Clearly, by repeated use of.this kind of reasoriing, any set thai is equivalent

to any one;of these sets is equivalent to each of them. Thus, the sets are

all equivalent to each other. These sets share a common property; they have

tie same nuMber of members.

Similarly, the sets '

A = (a, ba

= (8 ,0 )
D = (Lenore, Kevin)

are each equivalent to any ()Vier in this list. They share a common property.

of each haVing two elements.
..

-

V's
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C.

Every set has this number property. We call this charaaeristic the

umber -of the set.* It is determined the number of elemer4s in the set.

Sits yhich are equivalent have the same number. To simplify the terminology,;

We denote the number property of a set 'A as N(A), thought of as "the nuraier-
. .

.
property of A", or in short,

.
"N, of A". We can rephrase the statement that

. .

-equimslent sett have the same number by saying:

IF'THE'SiTS A AND B ARE.

EQUIVALENT -THEN N(A) = N(B).

.Note that this does not say A = B. ThOstatement A = B is only true if A
,

/and B have the same members; it is not enough td have.the same numbe*of 1

4$.1. members to be eqUal sets.

. .. ,

Ordered Sets \

Freclhently\ the elements of a set present themselves in a natural order.
.

For dnstance,m bt English -s,peaking.people:would list the members of the set. -.

of vowels as , e, i,,o, u). It is natural to list the elements in this
i

order because this` is the,order in wh3 they were-learned. It is convenient
, .

because without undue checking one can be sure that he has not omitted any
. I

Member. Similaly, it is patural to list the members of the set oPletters

'of tile alphabet -as:
0 A -

(a, b, C,2d, e, f, g, h,,i, j, kJ 1 m, n, o, p, q, r, s, t, u, v, w; y" z).0
tiIn ordinary writing, we write this set as

(a, b, c,'

.

The three dots, ..., mean "and so gn in the same manner". Therare'used to
.

indicate the omission Of certain members.
. ,

r

Essentially, to "order" things,is to.list or arrange them in some,particu-
?..

'tar fashion. One can then say oft4aCh element, which of trie.otherelemelits it

4precedes". We do thiS by comparing pairs of elements in the list and deciding

which element precedes the other. ,The word "precedes" may be replaced by

1!above", "below",,!lshorter than", "greater than', and so on, depending on the

elements to'be ordered. For example, conider the set ofmnames: o-

(Snoopy, Charli4,.Linus, SchrOeder" Lucy). .

In the abbve e ple, the name of the number property is "two".,

34 40
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.If we order these elements alphabeti!cally, we have

., . t .
,

. 4

(Charlie, Linus, Lucy-, SchroederSnoopy).
0

When an order is imposed on thp elements of,a set, such as we have in the-

second listing here, we call this set' an ordered set--,----r ..,

.18tandard-Sets---,-------'-'

Let.us establish some ordered sets beginning with the set,
.
(1), and

.

oontinuingin the following manner:

.(1, 2),

(1, 2; 3),

(1, 2, 3, 4),

an4 so on.

From the way these sets have been constructed, we see that each of these,

sets isa subset of eachof the following sets. Thus;

(1) a subset of (1,2),

(1, 2) is a subset of -(1, 2; 3),

0 ,

and so on.

These arecalled standard sets. .By comparing these sets, we can determine
.

which belongs before-the phers in ordering these sets. For example; we see

immediately that 113 2, 3) belongsMefore (1, 2, 3, 4; 5, 6) in ordering

these standard sets. Thus we get a cataloguing of these sets in increasing

order of the number of elements in each set. In the next section, we shall

make use of this catalog of sets to arrive at the cardinality of a given set.

Caitinality*ana Ordinality

. Let us Consider the sets

A = (Dorothy, Zaga )

,, B = (Lenore, .Kevin)

C = (Ruth, Margaret)

= (brick,house). 6

Each of-these sets is equivalent tb any other in this 14t, since the element

t

' of any two of the sets can be put into one -to -one correspondence. Let uebon-1,-

sider all the sets that are equi4alent to any one of these given'sets. WeaVe

noted that thecommon property possessed. by each of these sets is-Vie number,

two. Thus, we say thetnumbe4,property of the set A = (Dorothy, Zagal is 2;

&
or alternately,. NkA) = 2., By the pame token,

4 3541
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13(B) = 2, "N(C),= 2, N(D) = 2.

ThiS'number propertyl'of a set is thd cardinal number or cardinality of-the set,
Bud thnttmber itself, a cardinal number.

4Milarly,.-the number property of (1) is 1; of (1, 2, 3) is. 3; of
$. 2; 1"r; 5; 6) is -6; and so .or;.. Notice that the number property of 'any

4

Llda'd set is the number named by-the last element in the set. The words,
'!one", 'teight ", ninety-nine", and so on, are names of cardinal numbers. This
?ncept cein be considered entirely separately' rrom the phenomenon of order.

-There isa cardinal number that is not named by the last element in any
of the standard 'sets. This is the cardinal.number for the empty set, the set N....-

consisting of no members, and therefore, a fortiori, no last member. The empty
set is simply assigned the cardinal number zero; that is, N(( )) = 0. '

luch has been said about the ()Hering of sets of elements within Agts.

In this reference, the words, first and last, have been used, and we recall
that this kind of ordinal sense was mentioned in the,previou's unit: Ordering
of Sets; In contrast with cardinality, the fact that we can talk about the

third letter of the alphabet or the fiftieth State of the Union, depends upon
the-'ordinality of numbers. The words first, second, thirty- eighth, and so on
are names of Ordinal numbers. These are independent of quantity and can only
'be considered relattie to some frame of reference. That is, we cannot speak

,ofthe third quarter in a football,game without implying that there were a
'first and a second quarter. However, the third quarter only refers to one of
the implied three quarters. '

Bath aspects of number, its cardinality an its ordinality, are contained
inethe statement: Jigiby is the third of our seven children. Note that an'
'ordinal nuAler requires a set of at 1 ast the correspondingArdinal number

of members. Jimmy is the third child, equires at ;east a set of three. It
'makes to sense to say: Jimmy is the thi of our two children% On the other
iland, a cardinal number does not necessitate ordinality ofoits members. TheA.
umber two to the cardinality of (chicken, egg); the question of the ordinality.

:-orthe meters of this:set has occupied, nds for years!

lk

Rtontss
.

Before the children can determine the number property of a specific set,
hey,."hav,,e to knOw'the names for the cardinal nuMbers. level,it seems

111-se to' begin with sets ,having from one to five members. If the child-knows

fie =Jaws from one to five, he essentially has the standard setsT
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,01;,.(1, 2), (1, 2,-3)," 't.; 4), (1, 2, 3, 4, 5)

in his reperttire. If the child is given the task of determining the'cardinal

umber of a articular set, say the following,

he pairs the given set with one of the standard sets. However, he does not

actually have to search through the five sets to find the correct one. Recall

that each standard set is a subset of t he next one in order, and furthermore,
114

the last member of a standard set names the Cardinal number of, that set. Hence

the child pairs each element of the given set with each element of an "open-

ended" set of numbers,

(1, 2, 3, 4, 5,_;..).

When he runs out of elements,in the gfyen set, the laSt element he has'Paire4

from this open-ended "standarp" set names the cardinal number of the give set.

'We call this process "counting" members of a given set.

-Many occasions arise which call'for counting members of,a given set. We

do not, at this. time, widb to emRbasize rote counting.-'The emphasis should be

on comparison of sets, and the concepts of:as'manY As", "more plan", and
,

"fewer hen". However, when "counting members of a given set 'does come up;

the s t to be counted should be clearly defined and
,

the children should be

told that they-are finding the number of the set. This avoids emphasis being__
placed on the'last member counted. In other words, we associate the number

- "five " with the set of five members and not with the fifth member paired.

4-

For instance, .

"Here is a set of blocks. What is the number of this set of blocks?"

'r

"Let us count the members."

"One-, two, three,-four.".

"Mhere are four blocks in the set."

4i
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We also wish to stress the fact that the order in which we count the ele-
-

hents does not change the number property of the set. Understanding this con-.

'cept will be facilitated if the child has had many experiences in pairing sets,

and-if these experiences'have shown that the order of pairing is immaterial.

'That is, if set A has more members than set B, then no matter what order is
used for pairing, A- will always have more members than B. Counting members.

of'a set in different order may help to ofrset the emphasis that a particular

member is-always identified with a particular number.

Occasionally, a child may understand one-to-one correspondence and the

:process of counting but still may be unsuccessful because he cannot-keep track

of what he has counted and what he has not counted. For such a child, it may

be necessary to actually suggest some systematic strategies in attacking the

pioblem. For example, if the objects are in a horizontal row andAhe still

-skipS 'around codding the objectsin a randoth fashion, it might be suggested

that he proceed from left to right as in reading.

,a
In counting, it does not.iatter which element of a set is paired with a

given element in the appropriate standardlset. The same number property is

obtained regardless of the:pairings used. By contrast, in ordinal use of

nUmberS, it..0.s assumed that tio.ere--is-aN pre-determined order in the given set

as well as in the standard set. _That' is, the elements are ordered as associat-e

ihg With each element,as the first, second, third element; and so on as the . .

case may be. The ordinal numbers may not be in the vocabulary of some children.

However, it has been observed that many children do know what these words mean.
In such cases, apparently some incidental learning has occurred.

ACTIVITIES \

The teacher should'be,aware of the many opportunities for maktng reference

to-quantity. Some of these activities, for example,- may be used in the classj

rOom to develop the idea of "Howmany?"

CoUnt the number ofchildren in the room.

Count the number of children present.

Count the number of children absent.

Sing counting songs With children.,

Use counting records which encourage child participatioq andinvolygten

Count toys such as balls, bean bags, etc.

Children shOuld have many opportunities to compare sets which differ by

4

one.
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The coricep the last counting number is the cardinal number of the

set -may ,11 'taught using much repetition to- reinforcli verbal chains and staying

. 1,00;h" smaller, quantities for
counting at the start. The use of 'fingers for

counting is quite satisfactory, and there is nb reason to discourage such

/ practice.,

= Whenever possible, rote counting should be daVeloped only after children

'have had manY .opportunities to develop the meaning _of numbers.

V0aABULARY

cardinal number

cardinality

'number

number property

ordered set

brdinalkti

standard sets

r

I

0

i

o.
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CKGROUND NOTES

9. COMPARISON OF *NUMBERS

The set of cardinal numbers,
when arranged in order, is endless. Given

4
any standard set, it is always possible to find another set with larger
cardinality. We say that the set of cardinal numbers.is infinite.

4Any'setr A which is equivalent to a standard set is called a finite set. ,

In dthet words, if A is a finite set; its elements Can be counted unless the
see has no members. Furthermore, the counting of the elements belonging:to a
finite set would come to an end'. In the case of\ .the empty set, there is no
element to be counted, so'the counting also comes to en end,, and the empty set
is'also a.finite set.

Examples of finitr sets are:

=/(a, x, y,1z),

Q 4ichildren in this clesa),

R = (Lutes on Main Street).

Examples,of infinite sets are:

S (cardinal numbers) = (0; 1, 2, ...),

T = (even cwdinal numbers )i= (Of 2, 4, 6,, ...). ,

-Order of Numbers

The numbers named by the set of numerals

(zero, bne, two, three, ...)

are called the whae.numbers. As in the case of

(a, b, c, x, y, zl,

we have used the three dots t2 inecate the omission of certain elements.

The difference in the use of the three dots in

(zero, one, two, three, ...)

is that no end is indicated in the list of whole numbers. The set of whole
numbers is an infinite set.'

) t] 1

f If zeroeis omitted from the set

(0,.1, 2, 3, ...), t..
ve have the set of counting numbers or natural numbers. Thus, the set of
counting numbers is

(1, 2, 3, ...).

40



.
'tountingiiurabeis. can be ord9red by means of standard se-s. Two sets*

tich-ati .

and',

-are eqti,

A = b, c, d, e)

B= C7, 0, .7,,®

lent. gach of these -sets is equivalent to the ttandard set,

2, 3, 1, 5).

Hence, the .02\ rdinal number of-these sets is. 5.

If a standard-set S hes fewer members than a standard set P, then the

cardinal ,numher of S is defined to be less than the cardinal number' of P. 0.

For example, -' (1, a:, 3) has fewer, members than'''" (1,- 2; 3', 1, 5),' and hence

.3 is less than 5.- We 1,:irite this

3

.The symbol means "is_less than", We see then, that the order relations,

"more than" and "fewer than" ertaining to elements in sets impoi4 the order

relations, Iris greater than" an3 "is less than" fOr the corresponding number.

' "prOperties.

When' the elements of the *set of whole numbers is written in order/

2, each number is less than any.-number that succeeds it in the sequence.

Thus

< 1 < 2 <.3 <

The statement- 3 <5 may be written

5 > 3,

'which,.is read, h5, 4s greater than 3".. The symbols , < and > mean'" is

'less than" and is greater than" respectively.

Note that the phrases "more than" and "fewer than" refer to sets, while

'"greNater than" and "less than" refer to numbers, 41.

If 'wOkihoole any two whole numbers fe and b, exactly one o the follow*
' .

statements is true:
1-

a < b

bair
. .

> b.

4

,, 41
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a'fgiven who* number separates all whole miters into three o5.4sses:

0T: all whole numbers greater tttnt e given number;

' all whole numbers equal to the.g ven.nutber;

all whole numbers less than the given number.
4ria6

This concept of separating numbers into t ee.such classes will be extremely

-ortant in later mathematical studies.. At this level, wemake use of this
ea in arranging numbers in order b? comparison.

READINESS

Tht concept of order for the cardinal number is dependent Updn comparison
of sets. Hence, the experiences a child has with comparison of sets by

pairing will form a firm foundation for later experience. in Comparing numbers.
It is not'necessary for the child to acquire the use of the terms "greater 11

'
than and "less than". It is, however, suggested that the teacher use these
terms whenever possible, provided that he uses thbm correctly.

All comparisons should' be performed with words,and concrete objects. The
isymbols for numbers should not be specifically taught at this level. Nor do

the labels, "counting numbers", "natural numbers", "whole numbers", need to

be introduced at this time.

ACTIVITIES

Activities involving the "more than" and "fewer than" concepts cap be

used to lead to. th concepts of "greater than" ana "less than". Certain
stories can u ed as a basis for ordering some of the characters by size or1

age. For example, the relative sizes of Papa Bear, Mamma Bear, and Baby Bear

Or the relative ages of Grandfather, Mother, and child may be used.

' .
.*By correct usage, we can point to the notion athat "more than`' ,and "fewer

than" refer to sets, while "greater Ilan" and "less than" refer to numbers.
0For instance, suppose we are comparinethe,following two beta:

_A.

(

-.
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We nave a se of apples and a set of cats . HO:1 ail we tell if these

two sets raatc In (By pairing.)

"Let us pair the two sets.", (Do so o)

"Ar8 there as many apples as there are cats?" 2(No.).

"Which set t as more members?" (The set of apples.)

"Hdw do we know that?" (Because there are .some apples left unpaired.)

"How do we find the number of the set of apples?" (B3Lcountini.)

"How many members are in the set of apples?" (Four.)

"How many member, are in the set of cats?" (Two.)

"The set of four apples has more
members than the set of two cats;

so we say that four is greater than two."

VOCABULARY
, 4

counting numbers

finite

greater than

infinite

less than

/
natural numbers

whole numbers

a

3t
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CHGROUTIDWOS

airing-Sets
.

%Appose we

-_,_ A
'There is a n atural,way by which

This is to construct a set, C,

104,

have

10. OPERATIONS WITH SEES

the following sets:

A= (6; 0, 0)

% = MD, 5E, 0, t ).
a

we can make up another set from these two.

consisting of all the elements:

= o, El , ', ccs3", ,

e process (operation) by which we have evolved C from A and B is
called joining. Since we join two. sets at a'time, joining, is said to be 'a

inarYioperation, and from the way this operation is defined, it is an opera-
ton on sets.- That is, if

I
iiviiett by A and

and B.

A and B, are two sets,lit is possible to form a

B. This new get is called.the union or join of

f'For our present purposes, we "join two sets only if the two sets-do not.

This is because wa,aret,thintiN; 1n terms:of

with addition of numbers. Later, the union ,

Va'ahy Mtmbetrs in common.'

connecting this operation on sets
7
agiven broader meaning-for

process at. this _moment.

other purposes.

,

The union of A and B is written ,

d i.s read "A

A U B
.

union B" . If A and. B are

We kee04to the more /simple
a

k

a

i^ .r°The elements A, 0, II are 4mbers of A -but no of 4. It is
UsaIy-A trUe thatnOne of the members of B is a member] A.' If two set4

o I

_nOthavear4memers'incommop,isthis case, then)7e say that the sets 4,
.: i

Tre-disjoirit sets.' In a11 of our examples for this 'level) when we join sets,
i,-- ,\
eshail Jan thosd that.have no members, in coimon. For ample, the set of .

yi ins clasiroa4an&the set of girls,in the classroom are disjoint setp;,-
.

the union. of'these tv,/o sets is the set of boys and girls in -the classroom.
.

II

41 iI
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An important property of the mining operation is that the order of

joihing makes no difference. If

then

birice

A = (Mary, Janice),

B = (Sue, Deborah, Myra),

A U B = (Mary, Janice, Sue; Deborah, Myra)

B U A = (Sue, Deborah, Myra, Mary, Janice).
5

A U B has the same members as B U A, we write440

Au Bp B ULA.

Another way of stating ;his fact is to say that

THE OPERATION OP UNION OF SETS IS COMMUTATIVE.

A second property that will be of interest to us is one illustrated by

the example (1, 2, 3),P ( 1. As'the union is composed of all the elements irt

each,of the two sets, andsince the empty set has no members, the union is pre-

cisely 1, 2, 3). Therefore,we must have

(1, 2, 3) U ( ) = (1, 27'3).

In general, 'if A is a set, then it is true that
.

AU( ) = A. . ,

"

This is parallel to the situation in-arithmetic when 0 is

..

involved'in

additidn, such as: 3 + p = 3.

.
. \

Remaining Set (Relative Complement)

In the previous section, we started with two sets and from them constructed

a new set called their union. The construction of new sets from given sets is'' "`'

not a completely foreign notion to us. Recall that construction of'nev sets

'from a given set was done in obtaining subsets of a set. For example, from

we

15

A, = (1, 2, .3, 4, 5),

e

cah ford,a subset of A, say,

B.= (1, 2).

With respect to A and B, another set may be readily associated. This is

. the set, C,

elemehts of

clearly the

consisting of the elements,
.

A) that are alt elements of

ofinterrelationships of -A, B,

45

3; 4; anti 5; namely, all the

B. The following display 'shows more

and

51
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.

A = (1, 2, 3, 4, 5)

B= (1, 2)

(3, 4, 5)

In connection with A. and B, C is called the remainder set, or the

'relative 'complement of B with respect to A (because C together.with B
corlpletes the set, A). Notice that to obtain a remainder set, we must first

-biaN given:let and a subset of the given set. We can think of the remainder

sqas obtained from the given set A by removing members of a subset from- A.

If we consider the set of caldren'in theAelass, the set of girls is

subset, and the set of boYs is the remainder set (relative to the.se. of girls);

or, if the set of boys is the subset being removed, then the set of girls is

the remainder set.

- . From the description that "C consists of all the elements of A that

are not elements of B", we see that C, as well as B, is a subset of A.

What we mean is, if A is a given'set, and fB is a subset of A, then we

immediately identify two subsets of A, that go hand-in-hand: B, and the

subset made up of members of A but not of B.

nitice that if we join the remainder set with the other subset, the union

is the origin61.given set. IA the examples above,

Also,

B U C = (1, 2, 3, 4, 5)3 A.

(boys) u (girl) (boys and girls).,

A prop4rty-Vhich will have bearing on later work with numbers is the ft-ct

that if werenove the emPt*set from $ given get, the remainder set is still

the given set. We can perform this opera't because, as stated in wrevious

section,. the empty set is a subset of any given set. This conppt ra'essociated

with thepropertiei of the number zero. For instance, in prolplem such as .

3 - 0 = 3.

READINESS

Joining Sets

-The ojoining process for sets is basiC to the concept of addition of num-
,

bers. This means thlt if the child is to understand addition, he must have
Ag

experience in joining sets,

52



; 'At the pre -school level, the sets being joined
will be concrete objedtiq

herepore, they will most glilely be disjoint. For instance, if we join the

'set of rhythm sticks with the'set of tambouriiles,-then we are joilling two dis-

lbint.sets, because the sets have no common member.
0

An example of two concrete sets which are not disjoint is the following:

tAh set of children with blue eyes and the set of children with blonde hair.

These two sets are not disjoint because there may be a child who is g/bluel-

eyed blonde. He would then be a member of both ,sets.

.Before joining two sets, be sure to define each set clearly- then say',

"Now,. let 'us form a new sett by joining these two sets."1/
. .

.
The concept .of joining diejoint sets hge been reported'to be fairly easy

for children to comprehend.
Apparently, join is a word that is used occasion-

-

ally in other situations. Sets of buttons, booksy 9r .other concrete objects

may be joinedltrith 6ther sets of any concrete objectrto communicate in a

natural way the notion of a union.

The notion of,a commutative
operation can also be rendhred in a concrete

form such as books from the shelf joined with books on the desk and'books on

'P
the desk joined with books on the shelf. In either case, the same. set of books

is in the union. The,words " union". and " commutative" need not bi introduced
at

this point .

Joining the empty set to a given set can be introduced as a game. For °

instances one could join the set of children with the set of elephants in the

Class. It is then, not difficult foF the chi10nto agree that the only mem-

bers of the new set are-the children in the class. 4

Remainder Set

Just as the operation of joining sets is basic to addition, so is the

_concept"of remainder sets fundamental to the operation of subtraction for

numbers.

We wish to stress the given set and the subset being femoved. In erd'r

-t9 facilitate-this process,
the.childrsn should have had many opportunitie to

--
''',focus on subsets of a set; that is, seeing portions of sets/d6'parts of a whole,

Set.

The process of removing the empty set from a,giVen set is a moresophisti->

cated notion and should probably be avoided in pre-sChool.

47, 53



CI'IVITIES GV

Joining Sets

The word "join",may'be applied to a variety of activities having associated
maanings,sudhaa, "one group of children joining another" and the mathematical
meaning indicated in these sections. All of these carry-approximately the same
idea, so this vocabulary Ay be used naturally. It is important to use the
vocabulary "join"' whenever possible. The concept may occur, for example, in
theselactivities.

o Have children/collect sets in the room such as "all scissors" and "all
,

paint brAshes".

o Help 'Children to understand how two, three,
.

or more classes "join" to-
.

.ty4°P
'gether on the playgroun4. -

*$ ,

o Children can continue -to add tools until they have a.aet of tools; for,

example, "a set of clay tools". The full set need not be defined ahead
or time since the tools which they selectito use will be their individual

The commutative property may be illustrated by various unions;

o In mixing paint, children can joip'different colors of paillt in different
orderswitheutmodifying the final results.

o Children in Table 1 can he joined with those in Table 2, and vice
yersa.

o Children can place water with salt Sr salt with-water and'end with the
same salty solution. There.is probably. no need to carry, the analogy

beyond this point in the beginning.
.

Remainder Set
.

The concept of remainder set or co plement can be approached,by making a

left?"
' .-game of "Who is ;eft?" or "What is le ?". If done judiciously, this'den,add

to the play value of the experience. When mention is made of people will remain,
4point out that the remainingpeople form a group or set. .,

...._

\
o At the slide, "Who is left?" 'may refe.c to the children remaining at the.

top of the slide.
-,

.
o As children wash up,forlunch, the teacher can point out who have finisied

wash nganewho are left to wash.-

54
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the 'teacher dis

e
11

rrhM'init"

'wheel toys

_".,.
vocAsur:Aid

1

ribUtes, equipment, there are opportunities'bkillus-

t are left?". For example, ''* 0'

i . A ,

ants

,,,snacks

notices to'be taken

binary kparation

commutative property

complement, relative

disjoint "e

join

remainder sei

union

a
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lliELEMENTP oF'GEOMETRY

l'In' the previous sections we have dealt with sets of objects and operations

on these sets to form new sets.. Now we are ready to consider sets of points

ana Operations on these setd to generate various geometric figures. We shall).

Begin our approach to geoietry in a way that will be mostilielpful to teachers
;=.0r &mall children. That is, we will consider concrete objects and abstract ,

-7e= frog them certain desired geometric information. We shall then shift to a '

.-,----thore,matheraatically logical approach.

.
4-',IOUPtS IN.THREE-DItENSiONS

''observation of...ioncrete'objects such as, those shown beldilleilIsbe helpful
s.

for an,.understanding of abstract representations of figures.s ..

,.
.

1,-

..

ball ice cream cones

Discussion of the characteristics of these shapes facilitates familiarity with

box

, ,some ;of the vocabulary associated with them.

(a)
.

(b) (c)
rectan&lar prism

. cylinder . sphere,
' 1 .

--: The above drawings are examples of typical gioreNntations4of geometric

figures inAhree-dimensions. There maybe some difficulty in visualizing the 3-
1.:

.........":-

dimensional nature of the`figures sinc4 the drawings are restricted to ,two

dimensions. The dotted lined are included to aid perception: They represent,
.

&

,

partt of the figures whiehyould not be visible from this vantage point.
,.., .

,

In all, thege'figures, the Finside" is not filled. The o identified

131
by (a) looks like asblOpk& It is not like a block.,in terms o being composed

, .

of matter such as wood. It is shaped like a bloc but is hollow. Physical,

56'
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an .4e/ sated 4ts the geometric i,gures- 1.4tietrated in'
f , , 1 1 4 % tl & .1. ' i .=k

*IA

'*

are a shoe box (including 'the lia), an empty 9atmiarb-or,Wat
.-

th; lia3'ortv and -a bealoon.

, .

/"1-1-,
I

I

I
1

k #
A {

y, ),.
1

For our purposes in developing some basic_concepts and vocabulary, we

-Mill
.

concentrate only on Figure (a).

(a)

TUB "box (pore formally, a rectangular prism) is made of six flat sur-

faces which are called faces of the prism. The face of a 3-dimensional figure

'.is' a flat surface of the figure. .4

.vWhere two faces meet is an edge. Each face of this figure has a boundary

of four edges. The "skeleton' of the prd.smis- made up of twelve edges.

One other characteristic wpich we wish to identify in the above figure, is

-that it has "borners"'-where ,th.tee edges come tbgether. Each is a vertex

(pluQ.1: '41.;:e.vt-rdes) of the

meet in t same place and

'to the ht below

40.

prism. Note, that any two of these three edges; would ,,

form the same geometric figute. Thus the two figures ,-:

A

44.

- and

. ,, -":

. . ...s .
,...-i74:_ii,:___: ,,,,,,..1,.,,,...,

equally well locate the vertex of .the prism identffied by Y.' Thus, a vertex

,..

,
.

,may be determined by -the meeting of two edges of A face. A poiritiof.rometric

it is not the `meeting

with the ve4tex of a
.,* V-

'

figure may, be designated a vertex, howeve, exe,n9though

of)tva edges of a face.' This is de case for example,
.

. ,

*

"

'



..i5Ointd and Paths
. ,

Ai)Oint hay lie th ught of as a precise locatdon.,'Points are represented
''''-''''T

..! . .
by'dbts.on a paper or as the end bra sharply pointed pencil. All of these

i

are visual aids to assistlus in conceptualizing the nature of a point.

These represen tations are merely attempts to symbolize the idealLed geo-

metric entity Called a'point. The difficulty .is that a point is an idea.rather
.--'4",

than a ph*cal,.objeci. The point which we represent by a dot, no matter how
small the covers many locations.

, .

--

t *
When we arrive at the'-description of a point as an exact location, this is

not a definition of a point in the fowal sense. If wif say a point is an exact

...
)

.

location,
."exact

-location" must be understood. 'The dictionary might define,.

locationzs a:position in space". Position in space might-refer us back to
point. If none of these words were meaningful to ui,' the dictiOnary deffhi-

- tions would hardly clarify matters. However, the cicularity in dictionary.

definitions is necessary because there is only S' finite .number of words accessi-

blefn the dictionary. Eventually, some word in the chain of definitions must
reappear. Implicit in this is that at lest one word In the chain must be

limply`understood'so that others may 3)e 'defined in terms of it. "Polnt" is-

such a word in geometry. In a-sense, it is the "first" word in the vocabulary

of geometry, and we may say it is an.%ndefined term.

Once the cohcept of point 1s understood, we will again rely on.represent-

ing points by marks on paper. to facilitate discussin them. They are commonly
.' .
°labeled ty capital'letters. The drawing represents point P, or sieJpOrrp, ,,

- by which,a:point is understood.-
)

.

.
.:.

-- .

Every geometric figure is a Set of points. A curve is a set of points

''.followpd in-moving along a path from one point to another. ,

.-
"7:,Vv",- ''`'. ,..7,

-r

r

,

I.

4 -

'5 8
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.,:6.

i
r . .

jP*11a:the drewing,above reprOsents a path from point A. to Point B,6 o?frOm'

11.01-4t ,P-. to point A. It isevidentthat there are Other curves froth A to
1

:,

'.v, indetdthere,Sre infinitely-many. 2

inherent in,the notion of path is the ided of continuity. There may not/

.,:he gaps in a path. Neither of the drawings below is a path ,from C to D.

D

rf
ot

AcCOrding to the strict mathematical definition, curves
do not have to be co $1 -

tinusus. We, however, will consider only those that are. Hereafter, by "c

Ne.ahall mean a continuous curve.

/ Portions of the path or the entire path may be straight. As p path may be

ded to specify the set of points in a curve, any of the.following figures

represents a curve from P to Q.

. . ,

'

(P
A

Line Segments

Q

Let-us yepresent two points by the dots below labeled A and B.
1

/We'now

qs shown below. One o' the path
trace several paths from point

A

- . , .

,shown in the picture iavf spe al importance. It is the most dir ct path

.
,

,ryom A to -B.,"This path, repres ted below, is called, a line pegment.

'.

A to point B

Akr. a
111, Ow- wer'`a°15-1

Tz

"-The symbol for this line segmerit7is AB or BA and the points A and. B are

called the endpoints of A. ,A /pie segment is named by its t o endpoints.

Since both AB and g denote the same Segment, the order-in which the

'points are named is irrelevant.

N
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..,
iice, _,

.

pOint of the line segMent Which is not an endpoint, is sa to be ,

i
, .

.,,etWeen the Ito endpoints. Hence, to decide whether or not point C is between
pOints':-A ,and Z, we draw AB, and if C

-
lies on the line segment; we-say

. _

that C is between A and B. When we say thatS,point is between two-others, ,. ,',.

'it will be our undersanciing that all three,pbints are distinct points which lip

on the same, line segment. .

I

-
'''

r
#e .

1.3:__

n a line segment' is defined by the location of it two endpoints and.
- .

all the points between them, it determines two directions. If we imagine ex-

tending a given segment indefinitely far in both of these directions, we con- I

, 1 .ceive of a glometric line.
o

4
1 4. "

.!,, .:

t,
,

4
7

-The drawing 4epresents the line formed. by extending PQ in both of its ,

determined directions. The arrowheads are used to indicate that the extension.._,
, -

is infinite. We adopt the notation Fa for the line containing the two,4points
P and Q in order to distinguish it from-line segmerit PQ written as PQ.

,We can refer to the line,in this drawing as mr, and so on, Since

each of these designates the same line. In general, any, "two points in the

set of points" in the line may be used to name it. Again, order does not
matter.

It is important not this terminology loosely. A line beano end-
'

poNnts, while a line segment must have two endpoints'.

Space ;
Now that we understand the geometric4concept of a point, we may define

geometric space or simply space as the set of all points.

The visual connotation of space is the set of all points in a three-dimen-

sPactin the more general sense, as a imply, a set

of all pants, is.extended to ¶ranches of mathematics other than geometry.. ,

(Thus, in probability, the set of all possible outcomes of a certain experiment,

is.,described as the sample spaee-.1. The meaning,of space is geBerally deter-

Mined by the context 1n which it is used:I'Vnless otherwise indicated, space'

in this program will refer to infinite, three=dimensional space.
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',Marie .:. 7
v ,

.
,

, Let'us4ow consider a .subset .of the set of points of space called a plane.

Again; w,d0not give a formal definition of the plane.

i

,.

..
Any flet,surface such as the floor, the top of the desk, or a piece of

paper suggests the ideh of a plane. Like the line, a plane is unlimited ini

,,,,extent. T 't is, any flat surface used to represent a plane only represents a

portion.of he plane.. The notion4Of the infinite extent of the plane is all-

proached by thinking in terms of an ever - increasing t bletop and soon.

READINESS

\

Logically, as geometric figures are loade up of points, one should
begin'

.
the study-of,geometry.with the concept of what constitutes a point. Lines, .4

eurves, planes,
3-dimensional figures, and spaces may be generated from a point.

Despite the logical .basis, the sets of geometric objects that children

)

have to"manipulate are sets of three-dimensional objects. These are the

crate objects which provide children with experiences, from which they can ab-

stract the mathematical concepts. For this reason, we begin withodels of

figures in 3-dimenspns.From the models, we identify faces, edges, and vertices.

,Once identified, we can use these primitive elements to construct other gao-

matr"pres. Children learn to recognize the shapes of objepts about them.

Tilay become acquaidted with these shapes by'moving,their fingers around the

edges of `such objects as a'domino, a record, a can,'and blocles. Through such

1

this.leVel,thevocabularyllsedshouldbeassimpleaapsiwith-
o

activities, they
b6iWtadistinguish between surfaces which have a feeling of

roundness and those which have corners; straight edges and roun edges.

... - - .-..

ant aerifieing correctnesS* Terms Viiidhban be ttsed while handling simple
. ..-

)

. -

`.., 3-4,imensionalgigures,
are laox.' (rectangular_Pilsm), can .(0y,linder),*.end.....bail: - ---Jj

sphere), The-teacher can say,- "This object is shaped like a can." The term

FEP -....

,..0',Orner", Sr be used for ',vertex" . , It would not be correct to say that a '1
,

.

'sphere is shaped like a a
*cle, because "circle" refers tcNehape in s"

2-dimensions.
.,

The concept of a line, segmen_may be extracted from a sttaightedgeof 6

-41**

thee-dimensional figure with the two cos of the edge being the endpoints:

Mie-concept"Of a .

line is more diffidUlt, as thechild has to imagine the line

*

segment eXtending in both directions
Straightness' s a readiness

.

,
task for the idea of a line.

- The emPhasis should A on recognitionof simple basic shapes. This

*

valves the vise oft some simple: vocabulary, and basic-qstinetions.' '
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Manrphyaicar objects maybe used as models to begin to orient thinking

-toward geometric, concepts. The children can feel along edges of book shelves,
for example, to determine straightness, and along the rims of oatmeal boxes or'for rounded edges: (Incidentally, in the rim of the, can, we see an in-

n- stance--ance of an edge that is not the boundary of two faces.). Note
//
that we have

used-he word "corner" -to introduce the notion of- a icerCiex. A source of
possible confusion lies in the use of the word "corner" in referrintto various
'activity areas; for example,'"the art corner",/"the housekeeping corner", etc.
For this reason, this kind of designation should be avoided. These locations
should be referred to, instead, as "housekeepifg area",/and so on.

o Industrial Arts activities provide many opportunities for the development
'of the concept of corners or vertices. As.children engge in carpentry,
the corners in their products can be pointed out and discussed.

The edge of building can be used to illustrate the concept of corner.

However, this will provide

meaning or idea of vertex.

As a'followup, draw a line

children see what it mean

only' an intermediate step toward the precise

aroundacorner of the building to help

to "turn the corner"! Help them to distinguish

between the cdtner they turn and the corner of the building.

o / Songs such as "Three-Cornered Hat" provide further opportunityto apply
and explore the concept`.

In illustrating the concept of endpoints, the child may need help in dis-

tinguishing between the temporal and spatial meanings of "end" and in using each.
Precise'VocabulaiY should'be.used and speciiic refgiences made to endpoints_,

ttwhenever possible.: The' activities listed below suggest posse references:
r

Children can be shown th7 endpoints of a climbing rope.
,

',
7-----

ol If children strinkthe large wooden beads, the end beads can be used.to,_,-,

' demonstrate the endpoints. For the analogy 'to be reasonably close, the

beadrshouId-be.strung-tightly togetherr"-*-1 -

r

When childreri stand in a straight, line, references to first and last child
Jin line can be made. Wheneverpossible, refer to, front and rear as ends

4-the ,line .

.
. l `When the ruler is introduced to the child for experimentation,.the

J ,

teacher can talk about the straight lines Which resitalt and the endpoints

'of the line segments.
I

4 \

"1";'0
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'Below are listed suggested activities for the concept of between:

o When children assemble in lines, point out a child or children who are

between other children.

o Use games where children put items between the palms of their hands.

(Button, Button Who Has ...)

o For,sandwiches, discusSlhe filling between the slices of bread.

o Placement of characters in dramatic plays,; for example, Tartan is between

the saber- toothed tiger and the Abominable Snowman.

p Discuss arrangement of, eating implements. The plate,is between the Spoon

and the fork.

Art lessons involving lamination provide opportunities for exploration

of the betweenness concept (pressing leaves and paper between waxed paper.)

.
At this level, restrict the use of "edge" to figures in three - dimensions.

Try to provide children with many opportunities to use manipulative materials

-with clearly visible .edges. .

o Pointkout edges in the environment: .

Table, chair, paper, plate, record, blocks.

o Children can'try to c9unt,the number of edges on various 'kinds of hlocks.

o In carpentry, we can refer to edges of the workbench, edges of pieces of

good, and talk about putting "two:edges together".

From the concept of edges, we can lead to the concept-of a line segment.

Here Axe some 'examples df line segments:

, o- children-use manipulatiVe:materials like Tinker Toys, point out like-
.

tnesses between rods and line segments.
-

o Use a rifler with pencil or crayon to connect two dots as a lead-up to dot

pictures. Since children cannot read numerals at this level, use dot

piCtures utilizing colors to determine sequence of connections.

o Let children .plan and draw outline segments on thelisiveiiii-for

games:

4
aterials in the room such as blocks, boxes, and pencil erasers .k

present oppbrtunities for illustrating the concept of a "face". The vocabdary

"face" should be used whenever possible rather than the more general terms such

-as "side" and "end"., That is, instead of speaking about the "side"'or "end"

of a boX, the word "face" should be used.

/
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, 12. SIMPLE CLOSED CURVES

BACKGROUND NOTES

. -

In our discifssions of segments, we considered paths between two points

and,-observed that each of the paths describes a curve. A path thus specifies

a-set of points known ms.a curve from A to B. When A and B coincide .

the curve is"Said to,be closed. Thus, each of the diagrams illustrated repre-

sents a curve. The one appearing on.the second row are closed curves.-
, -

O

B

(e)

B

A Es

(f)*. (g) * (h) (1) (4)
.

Ofqe closed curves that we have drawn, the first three are distinguished'

from the last two. Notre of the first three curves crosses itself. To describe

thefact, that the curve does not cross'itself, we say it is simple. By simple

closed curve, we shall mean a set of point's in a plhne?repregented by a path

that-begins and ends at the same point and does not cross itself...

Simple closed carves have the important property of separating the rest

of the plane into two disjoint subsets, the interior (the subset of the plane

enclosed by the curve) and the exterior. Thus, with a simple closed curve,

there .is a natural partitioning of a(plane into three disjoint subsets:

(1)_ the set of points thatare enclosed by the curvej...1,741,

(2) the set of points that aieon the curve;

(3) the set.of points that are neither enclosed by the curve nor

.on'tht curve.
,

With the separationany curve the plane connecting.a point of the interior
...-

with a point of the exterior necessarily intersects the simple closed, curve.,.

This is illustrated by the figure below, where C is the simple closed curve,"

s.
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t"is'en interior poVI:5---9.:hs an exterior point, and 'A is a plane curve
,

'COinecting P and Q.:',,,

rt

04erion.,

Ttaygops- , .

An important elSO of simple closed curves. is the class of polygons. How-,
ever, before we can give theAefinition of a polygon, we must extend our defi-
niEton..S.pr unison of'two sets.

In our discussions of the union, the concept of thiscoperation was made
on the%basis of two disjoint sets. The reason for this restriction is that

eventually we intend to link this concept to the addition of whole numbers.

Actually, the definition of union does not have this restribtion.'
.

THE UNION OF A AND B IS THE SET WHOSE ELEMENTS ARE

MEMBERS 01 A, OR MEMBERS OF B, OR OF BOTH A AND B.

That is to say, elements of A U B are members of a't least one of the two

sett -; A, B. With this definition the concept ore union is broadened to

encompass joining'sets that have members in pommon as well' as sets that are
disjoint. For example, if°,

then

A = ( *, 0, *, ,

I e

.A V B = 1*, 0, a,ic;],n, ) .

Note that the common membelt * and A are not listed more than once; this is

'in accord with our previous agreement on the specification of a set. The pro-

perti4s that wetave noted beforey
-for the broader concept of union,.
,,,, . ,.A.

.) ..,,'

:gliliPline segments are sets of points, we can take the union of two line

shellts tciform anew set of points. For example, the union of two segments

may -again be a segment. In.the picture below, the union of .21 and BD 'is,

under the restricted operation still hold; 1 5;

1111'

A B C ,D
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a

AM. -anthe picture below, the union of AB and BC is the curve. AC, Jhich

! /7

I

is not a line segment because it is not straight. In all of the above examples,

the union is a. simple curve, but not closed'. Nor is any of the figurei below a

simple closed curve 4.thougheach--is a union of line segments. 4 polygon is a

simple closed curve-that ls a union of line segments. Triangles,,

quadrilaterals, pentagons, and so on, are examples of polygons. Note that

AD stove contains many other'segments. For example, AB is contained in AD,

BC is contained in AD, AD is contained in itself, and so on. Likewise,

with segments of a polygon, segments are contained Ln segments. If a segment

of a polygon ts.contained in no segment other than itself, then this segment -;

, is called a side of the polygon. For ei0mple, PR is a side of the triangle

shown below.

t:**

quadrilateral pentagon "hexagon

A polygon of three sides is a triangle;-four'sidesw quadrilateral; five

. sides, 0 pentapp; six sides, a hexagon; and so on. Tile endpoints of thesides
4p-a,

are the verAces of the polygon. Observe that each'vertex is a common endpoint

of two sides. Note also that the number of sides is the sameas the number of

yertiees. -

, . ,.,

Rays 1

Another set of pojnts which is important in geometry ist.a configuration

`which can be formedby extending a line segment in one direct-ion only.' This

.
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a
figure is called a nm. A ray is indicated below.

The ray sllioWn'abovs Is formed by extending AB through B or AC through C.

ray is IPOY\or A. In contrast 'With the notat;on for'

naming rays, the order of points is Significant. A ray
it is named first. The second letter can name any other

The notation for this

segment and in

has one endpoint, and
Or

point in the ray. As vindicated below, MR and NR are not .qual sets. There
are common points in the two sets. However, point .X is in NR but is not a
point in

P
N X

Note that the arrow in'the nomenclature MP designates Which is tcie end-
.

point of the ray; it is not the intention to convey the orientation of the ray'
as it appears.' In fact, it would be impossible to orient the arrows in con-
fortuity with

Ogle '

Another fundamental geometric figure recognized in:many familiar shapes
is an angle. The formal definition is: an angle is the' union of two rays
Wfiich have a common endpoint but which Eire not subsets o2 the same lite. N

all possible orientations of the ray. 10

The example'shown.ii-Thi union of AB and AC. Their common endpoint is said
to be the vertex of the angle.° Recall that vertex also applies to 3-dimensional
figures and their faces. In each case, it Is the intersection of appropriate,

-edges. Similarly, here, the.vertex of an angle is the.intersection of the two
,sits-of Obits in the rays. The rays are dial th sides of tha angle .

I1)( Our angle is denoted by LBAC br .LCAB, where the middle letter identi- *

fies the vertex. The other two letters name e point distinct fxom'he vertex

9

)
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" . - i 1
0 .!)

, . 1

on each of,,the two siOes.4-bften, simP4 dc will be ur isep.nsteaebf
1 ' 1

%This notatiOn Mcnot4be Used if more than one angle is drawn at vertu A.
.. ;3

.. ,
B

i 40.

_

It would-not be clear r

r yin the figure above.

4, .

LA Which of LBACz LCAD, or LBAD were meant

Regions, 0.4

. :Since t pollgon isa simple 4osed curve, it is :t'se set of points on the
s

curve. These -points Should be distinguiaheA-from the set 'of points enclosed

1.i.byKthe curvewhich we :call the interior;
s

the two sets 'are disjoint. A circle

iacelso a simple closed curve and it also has.an interior.'

s ,
. k

:.

T The union of s simple cIosed'curve and its interior is called a region.

_
.
We refer' to a tria sr region, ftt-ngular region,,polygoikal'region, or

1

circular region, tc.1,indicating that .
the simple tlosed c -,-.., a triangle,

, .
: ,.. ,

.

rectangle,'polygOn, Circle, etc."

' 1

. 44-
.

,- ,
Its A

To denote a plane region in a diagram, the interior of the e closed

,

. -4---"1

curve is usuatly sheded. To denote the interior only, the int rior is shaded, '(

.

.

but the polygon is drawn in dashed outline
0

as is shown in the fi resibelow:

. 1 .
-

..

'rectangle

Congrabt Figures

'Congruence

.geometry. We sh

congruencp.' Tha

another,.we shah

....A.P....
i

I

rectangular region.-

,
Is a very important and complex idea with many consequences in

Wconfine ourselves to an ihtuitive,approach to the idea of

. .-

is, if one geometric configurati-on is an exact cop"of
--3

say, that thYtwo, figures are Congruent. '

interior of
rectangle .

union of interior

of 'rectangle and

part of -rectangle

To decide Whether two segments are Congruent, we can make a tracing o
4_

gfte and .see whethd,or notphe-tracing fits exactly'on.the,other. If they !it.

exactly,, the segments are said 10 be congruent. It is, in thli sense, that

.
F / . ._

markings on a. er perform the function Of the movable copies, or segment 0v:
....

. '
i :

1
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-CCngiuente may all apply to angles. Suppose we have'two angles LABC
nand LPQR, and we wIshrto find 'clatif they are congruent. We make a tracing

' I

-of' LABC, say !A'B'C'. We'now place the tiiacing on LPQR such t at ray '

BIC' falls on QB and B' falls-.on Q. (This isshown above at he right.)
Now if B'A' falls on QP, we say that LABC is congruent to L

A special angle that makes frequent appearances in mathematic is a right
angle. No formal.definition is given at this time. The drawing b low repre-

.

-sents7.IFo right angles,- an and LWVX. The angles are congruent, and the

.union of a side of one and a side of the other is a line.

Y V

If a pfectiof paper'were folded twice,, the drawing below indicates,

,-and itwere then unfolded, the creases suggest segments of two lines whose

intersection is the point R., Thus, R is the vertex of fold- right angles

"WhObs-sts are the extensions of appropiviate pairs

'Fold 1 'Fold 2

64-
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v,We, have disTssed congruent segments and congruept angtes. Tn considering.
t y

regions, we shall depend on,t4e intuitive notion

congruent. if' one is an exact copy Of the cithei4.

angles p ctured'below.

.4

that two gebmet /4i. regions 'are
vr

Suppose we the- t

If we are to determine whether the triangulal4 regions are congruent,

firstweinakeatracinsolcone"of.,say
tABC. Now We cut alongthetriangles

the boundary, and place this tracing on 6ZYX, in any way that dOes not distort

the re gion. If the tracing fits exactly the second retiqn, we say that two

regions are congruent and the-boundaries are congruent.

To -sammarize, to decide whether or not two regions are congruent:
9

-

(1) We make a tracing of the boundary-of one region.

(2) We try to match this tracing to the other region.

(3) If'the tracing Matches the second region with no 'distortion

to either, then the, boundaries and the regions are congruent.

The movable copy is needed because the geometric figures to be COMIZYed

are sets of points, and as such, have fixed location's. Clearly,pwe cannot

continue this matching procesd'too long. A copy of a spherical region may not

.
be matched and fitted into another spherical region; many 3-dimensional figures

cannot be tested for congruence by this Means. A more refined concept of con-

gruence is not-attempted until toe
children'study geometry froM a more formal

standpoint.

Irithe light of congruence, we may restate the requirements of Special

geometric figures. For example, any t*o edges of a cube-are congruent seg-

.

entp, and any two faces of a cube are congruent regions. Similarly, we can

note the congruent sides of a parallelogram and so on.

4asssification of Quadrilaterals

A Polygon is a simple closed curve that is a union of line segments. If

It is a union of three tine se ts, it is a triangle; of four line segments, .

a quOrialteraI; of:live segments, pentagon; of six segments, a hexagon,
31

-

104

N.A./
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.

f thedigures belok,44s! four sides; so-each
r , .

c
Within the category of quadrilaterals',

teregt to us,. For,eXamplb, rectangles

. that are of special interest. 'All' the

,Squarest in turn,
t
are special kinds .of

are congruent.', Thus, in the family of

square
0

is a quadrilateral.

there are special kinds that are of in-
,

are special'Itinds of quadrilaterals

k -angles
.*

of a rectangle are congruent.

rectang10.2, All the sid s of,a square

quadrilaterals,

rectangle ' .

0subfamilies are ,,identified. The rectangle's constitute a subfamily of the
quadrilaterals, anethe squa constitute a subfamily of the rectangles.

. Another, .subfamily of the-q.ua-d terals are the parallelograms. Their opposite
_sides are segments of lines which are on the same plane and which,do not inter-
sect. As rectangles also podsess this characteristic, rectangles are a sub-

Another.subfamily of the parallelograms are the

Each side of a rhombus is congruent to each other

a special kind of a rectangle and a special kind of

family of parallelograms.

'rhombi .(singIllar:rhombus)

'side. So a 6quare is both

a rhombus.

parallelogram
I.

.

.-By this kind Qf classification,

by the following diagram

we get a generic

rhombus

Chain that may be depicted

LY

The term "angle ota polygon" at a particular vertex is a language of '-
convenience to mean the angle having that vertex and:.such that the .

particular side's of the pplygon belong to the rays of the angle.'
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rectangles

simple closed curves

polygons

quadrilaterals

parallelograms

al

rhombi 2::7

'Classification of Triangles J1.

^We have seen how quadrilaterals may be sorted into subfamilies according

to their sides and angles. For,example,

a rhombli has each side congfUent2to any other side;,

a rectangle has each angle ,ongruent to any other angle;

a square has each side conpuent to any other side and each

angle congruent to.any other angle;*

:-And so on. There are other kinds of
(

classifications of quadrilaterals duch'

-As whether the sides all bulge outward or whether some sides dent inward:

.49pever, in the elementary grades,'classification by congruence of sides dnd

'Angles is the main ingthod of categorizing quadrilaterals.

Triangles too mqy be classified according to their sides and angles.

There are three special kinds of triangles which shall be of speCial interest

They are the equilateral, the isosceles, and the right qpingles.
, -

to, ;Ls.,.

An e ui ateral triangle is a triangle each of whose sides is congruent to

any of the dthers. In,other words, .dh equilateral triangle has 'three congruent

4A

isoscelestriangle is a triangle-with at lea two,of its sides con;

Sof every equilateral triangle is also an isosceles triangle.

't
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1

A "righe'ttangle is a triangle one of whose angles is a right angle. ,
1\p, ,

,

.-,

4 1

4

.t)

right triangle

t

. .

isosceles equila!teral

:triangle' triangle,

A Fight triangle -may or may not be isosceles;-bpt it cannot be equilateral.

" As with quadrilaterals, there are other classifications for triangles.

student's career, for example, he will be concerned with acute

triangles, obtuse triangles, and scalene triangles, tonliention a few.

171LigNESS

Once cbildreh.are able to identify faces, edges, and vertices (corners)
t

of a three - dimensional object, these primitive elements can be used to.construct

other geometric figures. For, children, the approach to closed figures is en-

tirely.intuitive. It is a good idea to display a set of wooden models of the

basic shapes (rectanglular piism, cylinder, and sphere) and encourage the

children to examine and handle them fOr several days. Most pupils seem to be

-interested in finding objects ;t home which qualify as cylinders arid rectangu-

lar boxes!

Have the children feel the surface-of the ball with their hands and point

out%that it has a "rounded" surface. In contrast, have them feel aface of aes...

block and, poin out that it is a "flat" surface. They can also trace the edges
,

of a cylinder and feel the'roundedness of the edge (it hal no corners), By

tracing the edges of one face of a rectangular block, they can feel the corners

)

and the straight edges.

-With these experiences, children can begin to distinguish the relation-
.

shiPs among 'geometric curves, regions, end 3-dimensional figures. You can

gradUaily introduce the idea that the-terms circle, rectangle, and triangle

refer to the edges ofethe 3-dimensional figures. When a dhAd.looks for one

of the curves, say a'rectangle, he is most likely to find examples such:aithp

baseoof a. block, a cupboard door, the top of-the table, or a pane of glass.ip

the vinky or door. Each shows not only a rectangle but also. its interior.

Again with each region, emphasize that it is the edge that 's a rectangle.
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4
Once children have the idea of a closed curve such as'a circle, the con-

cept of inside (interior), outside (exterior), and on the curve can be intro-

duced. '

ACTIViiitS

Children should have many opportunities to describe, explore; and manipu-

late various models of,geometric shapes. Whenever'possibie, they should attempt

to relate figures to subsequent
drawings.' Many of the Frostig Readiness ma- -

terials for pre-school may be useful in providing relevant experience with closed

curves.

o For movement exploration, children can demonstrate closed curves by

moving hands in a circular motion on..c walking in circles.

o 'Circles of children either in games or other activities, provide oppor-

tunities to show that the circle begins at one child and returns to the

same child. Show that the point of origin of the circle can shift from

child to child.

Games ,and activities might be planned in which the child:lea.ves-the,

teacher, follows a prescribed path, and returns to the teacher.. Try'
. .

following the child's path on the'floor with a flow per or similar

instrument.

o Use paper and pencil exercises such as unfinighed drawings to help

children learn to connect line'segments.

11:

r

o In Art projects children should have many opportunities to join 'two Or

more line segments.

o Pri,ntmaking in Art provides additional opportunities for experience.With-

. 3
I

,

, .

shapes.
/-4.-

.When involved in the study of polygons, frequent reference to the coree.ra,''--

canbe made. For example, children can walk along polygonal paths drawn

the pavement, taking special note of the corners$asthey,come to theta.

o In Art, have children try to construct shapes withyarn or tape.

0 Use various kinds of form boards Ito allow children multi- sensory expert-

W=

ences with various polygons.

o , Make cardboard shapesqo-match xial-d unit blocks. Hair children match
i

.-.

cardboard shapes to b

4
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Nested cups in hexagonal forms will give children added experiences with..

. 'forms:.

Copstract a grid with different shapes in each square. Allow child to

move along a path following' the shapes. (Colors may also be used as

guides for determining paths.)

K

ono
A

As a teadiness for congruience, help children )to identify sameness in any

classroom items such as unit Atcks, same sizes of pre-Oxt paper, _window

etc. ActUal experience in congruence may be approached by activities

liar to those that follow.

Use rhythm sticks to help children understand one-dimensional dongruence4

Use games where children match

'cvdboard shapes. A variation

faces of various 3- dimensional

blocks of a particular size

i4 this activity is to h ve

figures ready at the beard.

and shape with

tracings of "

For example,

a face ota cubical block, and end of a cylinder, etc. The children are

to match the appropriate 3=divensional figure.with the different faces

p rawn.
4

o Use mimeographed patterns together with sheets of construction paper

cutouts in different shapes. ThQ appropriate putout is to be pasted onto
r

the ,different outlines.

Since interior and exte*or are usually taught in contrast, the activities

for both-are similar!%t this level, limit the use of 'interior" and "exterior"

to two - dimensional space. .

o Some art projects can be used to help differentiate between interior and

exterior. For example,,cplor the interior of the circle blue.



Many gamoslendi4hemselvesto fuither Flifferentiation between interior

.
exterior, such gs Ring Aro4nd the ;Roses, All Circle Gas*, GoIn-_and

the Window, etc.

A closed curve may be formed with a piece of rope on the floor; children

can toss.bean bags inside, outside, on, the circle. (Few will be on the

Angle

congruent

equilateral

-exterior

hexagon

interior

isosceles

parallelogram

pentagon?

polygon

quadrilateral

ray

rectangle

Os

region

rhombus

.right angle

right triangle

side of an angle

side of a polygon

simple

simple closed curve

square

triangle

vertex of an angle

vertex of a polygon
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'13. FIGURES -IN WEE-DLIENSIONS

i 4 l
A.4 3

NOTES i
)

Recall Oat aaiMple closed curve separates a plane .into three subsets:
A

the dei of points lihich make up the interior* the curve, ,t'n set of points
ti

bn'the curve,-and the set of points which make gp the exterior of the'cgrve.

Aivi±6ints to this separation ,property aft simple closed curve in the- ,

'plane is the'separation property of a'simple closed surface in three-dimensional

gPace (3pspaA). The boundary of a rectangular box (formed by the faces) is an

example of 'a simple closed surface. The surface separates the rest of 3-space
.

into two disjoint subsets, the interior and the exterior, so that any curve in

space connecting a point of the interior with'a point of the' exterior neces-

sarily intersects the simple closed surface. This is shown in the figure

below.

The classroom is anbther model of a simple closed surface; it separates

space so that there is an interior and an exterior with reference to the room.-

A'41rveconnecting an interior point to an exterior point must penetrate the

wall.

Intuitively, we say that two 3- dimensional figures are congruent if they

Aare of the same size and shape. In this example,

figures are of the,same shape, butthey are not the sate size; so.

hey are not congruent. .

it 4
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mppose the 'capacity.of each of these containers ip one quart.

4
'

Then the figu s they represent are of the game size (have equal volumes), but

they are not the same', shape; hence they are not congruent.

/ 1. .

. ,

The followirig are of the same size and shape, and so are, congruent.

.4

READINESS

4

-Readiness tasks for 3-dimensional Figures are the
same as some4"of those

for other geometric concepts. In fact, manip4ation with three-dimensional',

objects is itself a readiness for'the more abstract ones involving one- or

.
two-dimensional configurations.

As mentioned in Unit 11, these are the con-

crete objects which provide children, w.ith experpnces from which they can at*-
,

stract the mathematical concepts. .

ACTIVITIES
/

*

The cbild should learn to focus on three dimensions simultaneously. Pro -

manyinformal experiences with three-dimensional objects. Block play

with both wooden blocks and large wooden blocks provide opportunities'for

-
experimentation with three-dimensional space.

N_-

o Children caagain experience with three-dimensional space by Learning to

.; . ., .

return wooden blocks to proper cubical storage compartments.

o 'Successful manipulation of "Nests of plocks" requires that the child focus

on three-dimensions simultaneously.

o _Water play materials should
include containers where the child pours into

-containers with varying heights, widths, depths, while holding volume

constant. .

73 a



4

A 'cereal, -tray with 'varying containeft should provide an experience similar,
to that obtainable through water play.

:Shoppinigames'cal be played with the store displaying merchandise
packaged' in various sizes and shapet: cereal boxes, cans, etc. Different
"items" are loaded into,shopping bags. Later, children are asked to feel
(without looking) into the shopping bag.and guess whattthey touched. They

- . provide reasons for their guesses: "It is large and flat; it has rounded,
edges; etc."

VOCABULARY

simple closed surface
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, 14. THE HUNTER LINE
0

,te

. .
a 4 ,

Iv

BACKGROUND NOZE13,1
. °

s

.

, 61- 1

l' - Congruent seggentrptgive us a way of relating numbers with points on a

ling This is the ease with the number line. Given any two points on a.linqf

vt
a segment is

.determined'.' We ,, canjcontinue to mark off points,, one afte'r another,

"so that each segment is cong ruent to the first.
40

b

dr- DC
cfr

O

1 st

1

2nd 3 rd

The points may be labelled 0, 1, 2, 3, 4, ..., in the order of the whole

numbers. Although one can assign these labels from riiiht to left, conven-

tionally We proceed from left to right. When points are labelled thus, the

numbers associated with the points are..called the coordinates of the points,

. 0

and the line together with its coordinates is called the number line.

V The Number Line

C

R

The number line thus gives us
one-to-one.correspondence between the set

>:If 'endpoints of congruent segments and the set of 'whole numbers. ThatTls,

.1.,

r I .

each endpoint is assodlatedwith one and_only_one_whole-numberhole

n s-e -ssrscrat-e-ith one and only one endpoint of the congruent segments
,

on the,line. This device is quite useful for"us. It enables us to visualize

the order of numbers by the position of corresponding points on the line.
47: 3

Operations in arithmetic can
beconnecte6 with orefations on the number line.

`...t4

READINESS

"-- Miming up unit blocks in rows may be used as a readiness taskItor the -

number line. Other readiness activities may include, for exemple,[specifying

sequence of beads on ptringing by eclatr or shapes, where order is an under-

lying

.

concept. Counting experiences are alsOvery important in connection

with this concept.
Experiences with the number, line in turn eventually lead,

.

to concepts of measurements.
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/,... .CTIVITIES p a .
a J. )I

, a. a s . t.
. s1 f .'. .

.;Worls.'with.theklaumber. lime Itt this leveif.is most'? iniideiltal
. 'There are, "'1,:.. t o'

.' 'however, a tex activities that may be directly related to the number line;
the following are "some suggestions. .°

/40

yo Give children practice ,in constructing equivalent line segmehtt by using
J

,unit blocks. n
,

;Make a number line with
thene segment4,being the' ledith of Tinker Toy

t rods: Let chilfen match Tinker Tpy rods to units on the .number /in*
and count the nbimber of rods required to Match up .to:4signated 'units. ._

.o Paint a number
-
line on the pavement in the yard with numerals' 0 thrdugh ,ae9,, iiacing points at least a steep apart. Count aloud as a child hops

or walks the line. (This `can be done casually, but routinely.)4..
6

.. '..Paste a numbei line -on the table. The child pats a number-an appropriate,-

M,
'number of times, as he comes to it.

0

OCABULARX

coordinates

number line

a

.

-

761
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. 15. ARITIWTIO OPERATIONS 1

I -7-
BACKGROUND NOTES, 77-

,

'Addition.
_ .. p

''

,.

..., ,

The unibla of disjoint sets is the basis for the concept of adding whole-

nUdbers. If
---.

.

A = (a, b, c, d, e
e -1

-and

then

,B = (x, y, z), t

I A U B = (a, b, c, e, x, y, z). -

51e 'mow that N(A) . 5, N(B) 3 and NOL U B) = 5 3, or 8.

.

,

- The _§L_. of the cardinal nudpersiof two disjoint Sets is defined as the '

*s.

cardinal- dumber ot the union of the two sets.

We s

'5 :1- 3 = 8.

Fix and 3 are called addends; 8 is the sum. /

WhIn wstart with two disjoint sets and form the union, weare-operating

onsets. -When we start with two numbers and gefa third-, we are-operating on

numbers. Addition As st,binary o eration on the'cardinal Aetubers associated

to'disjoint sets.- .

/

,
,

7 call additionebinary operatiOn because we operate on just two numbers --''

,- .$ .
l

time. Union is an operation on sets. Addition is an operation on numbers.

0(form their union).sets and we add numbers.
'-

ies Under Add tion %. ,
-",, ,

...,:

..:. -..P

Since additio s associated withethe union of sets, we can expec that

rties under t union operation may have id licationsfor the-al tion
I /

.

cope tion. We observe first, that Ile union of two sets is a set. tis, of/

..,,,califs , is'ftom tlie definition of union. As a Whole' nudber,may be TaSsigned to.

. --

ge!,,anyr f pate set,cohlponding to th fact that :'

, .
, . /

' THE UNION OF TWO SETS IS A SET,
;

.we have

r

THE SUM OF TWO. WHOLE NUPLEIERSIS A WHOLE NUMBER.

, . \
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we'
:7,,,J.::- ,". ,,, ''''',

.4 "

tir."Of theie*i4 statements of closure properties. The first is the clopure
i': .

,property of sets under union, and the second is the closure property of whole ....

-nu
/ -

mbers under addition: - --
,

9

_ a.

Another property of sets under, union pertains to the order of operation.
If4lA and B are sets, the result of joining' A to B is the same as.join-
ing BV*.to A. We summarize this by saying that the tfnion is a commutative

operation. For-any sets A and B

A UB=BUA. ,
.

,.-

fr / I

Corresponding to this; we have the commutative property of whole bars under
addition. For any whole numbers a and b,

a + b = b + a. , .

For instance, the sum o and 4 (which may be-written 3 + 4) and
tjae stun of 4 and 3 (written ,4 + 3) both are the same number," 7. For,

this reason, we-dim-Write..
,

3 + 4 =:4 + 3.

Both 3.4- 4 and '4 t-3 name the same number.

Another property of Sets under the union operation that is significant for
the addition operatics is one that is connected with the union.of a set with

the empty set., We have observed be'ore that if A is .a set;Ithen' A u.( )

-Since the number property of the empty het is 0,. if the number property of, A

f"..

is a, then the corresponding statement for the above observation is:

FOR ANY WHOLE NUMBER a

a 0

Of course, because of -411e ,commutative property, we also have 0 + a = e.

Since addition of 0 to any number produces that'identical number,'.4

is called the identity element with respect to addition. No othqr element
pl4s this same role. The property referred to above is known as the. property

`-of zero underiaddition, or In short, -the, addittOn property of zero. .

.0.

)

'Subtraction

Just as "the'unioni of two disjoint sets is the basis for addition,,so is

'the removal of a subset a basis for subtraction. For example, if

e- end'

A = ((); L; EJL)*e)).

-ras 8 4



f' B= );

'then removing B from .A forms a new set; namely,

We see- that N(A) 9 5 and N(B) = 2, and N(remainder set) ='3.

Thelifference of the cardinal number of set A and the cardinal number

of set B is the cardinal /lumber of the remainder set. Hence,

N(A) - N(B) = N(remai-nder set).

"The abOve definittoirdepends upon the fact that B' is a subset7of, A;

,therefore, cannot have more elements than A. B can be the empty set ..

or B can be id)Intical to A. So if NW = a and N(B) = b, then b >0.

and a >b; that is, b has to be llpsbhan or equal to a. These ltmita-

Lions fob subtraction are eventually relaxed when the set of numbers that we

have to work with is extended to include more than just the wholesiumbers..

..
.Recall that ill the remainder set is joined to the subset which was.

removed, The set obtained is the original set. Thus, if

- and

A = (a, b, c, d,-el

B = ra, c),

-'and if B is removed from we pt the remainder set (b,.d, e). Now if

the remainder set, (b, d, e), is joined to B, we get the original set At

(a, c) U (b, d, e) = (a, b, c, d, e).

In aummary,

ti

A removing B = (b, d,

B Lio d, e) = A.

7=ckwe say that4suaim4and nr,movfng a subset" are'iirteibe operations. In.-

; - -
effect, o e operation "undoes" latat is done by the other.

.

f.

Corresponding to these properties under set operations, we save similar

,propeities under addition and subtraction:

IF a AND b ARE WHOLE NUMBERS, AND rii b < a,

T1 EN (a - b) + b = a; AND, IF a AND b ARE

'

ANY WHOLE NUMBERS, THEN (a + b) -lb =a.

r, A
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diet:ire, subtraction and addition are inverse operations whenever the two

operations are possible or defined.

Ibte that-there are different ways in which subtraction can be, conceived,

--and the particular way conceived often depends on the kind of problem that is
-posed. One way is to think in terms of removing a ziven set from a starting,

'4;3'04 arriving at the remainder set as explained above. This te.the "take /

,i;)away" kind of procedure that might be characterized by such proPlems as the
following.,

' eaAurgtfive birdies in the tree; three .of them 441i-.

away. How many are left?"

ite/
r

Another kind of problem .eqUiring subtraction calls forlcomparison of

numberg. This is the "how much more" kind of procedure that might be charab-

terized by such problems as, the fqllowing.

"Johnny-has 3 marbles and David has 5. How many mol'e
.

marbles than Johnny does David'bave?"

Instead ostarting. with a set of 5 and removing a subset of 3; it-is

more natural in this problem to start with two disjoint sets: one consisting
4( 4of 5 members1 and olv pf 3. members. The question then turns to finding

'

a thir .6, disjoint frc-,in the other two, and such that the union of this
-with the Tmember set would match the-5-member set:

1
iv member set: A =1 1 , 2 , 3 , 4 , 5 )

three member set; B =,{ * , '0, .A, )

C . { a
, /

b j,
o'

,,li C = f )r , 0, A, a , b ,)

. -

p

A = f 1 ; , 3 ,
, ' )

. . v,.._

'Then,, the number property of C tells tow Many more 5" is than 3; -that is,.

, 3 . . c

-Properties under Subtraction
'k

l

We have ted the property of subtraction t at points to its role as an

Tiny'erse of iltion. Two properties of the whol numbers under this operation'. ._....

'that we,Uant to' high4glit now involve the empty eta ,-,Hecall that with the

union, ire have

AV%

AU{ 3 =A.

The corresponding statemdntfor numbers is; fo nywhole.number a, /-

. so -86
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By. the :above, we observe that

,Atk, a+.0=a and a=a-0 1 s.

say the same tli-Ong. Since a + 0 = 0 + a, we also have 0 + a = a, which is

.
-

the same as 0 = a a. Hence, in addition to the inverse properties,

FOR ANY WHOLE N1ThEERS a AND b, WITH a > b, -(a + b-74 a,

FOR ANY WHOLE NUMBERS a ANU b, (a b) - b = a,

e'14
have the following two properties of zero under subtraction:

READINESS- I

4

FOR ANY WHOLE NUMBER a, a - 0 = a;

FOR ANY WHOLE NUMBER a, -11 - a = O.

At, this level, aside from forming the union of sets, readiness experiences

for addition consist essentially of counting activities. Joining a set of One

to a given set wild help put across the sequence from one number to the next

higher number; repeated joinings wi]l help 4th determining the results of

. various °additions .

Comparisoc activities provide a readines for subtraction. Formal work

in addition and subtraction is not expected for this level.

ACTIVPPLIP
,

Counting Activities may include coup i two groups of children (or blocks,

.etc.) andithen->counting their union. I tta y, one of the groups may be a set

consisting of ,onetelemeni. This might be done, for.example, along with the

counting, "1, 2, 3, ..., plus one more makes

Songs such as "Two Little Blackbirds", "five Little. PUmpkins", provide
01!

o

practicein counting.

ome of thei comparison activities may °calk in=connetion wi h distributing

als in the classroom along with verbalizatidir of the subtra tion process.
.

flowing situations 'may be suggested.

started with7three drums; I have given two away.. -How many are left?"

o juice time, subtraction experiences may be provided: "How many more

children are, there than glasseA"

As with addition, there are songs involving subtraction. For example,

o "Bix Litth.e Ducks", "Tan in the' Family", "Five Little Speckled Frogs",

and "Five Little Chickadees" .

C.
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I-iIttigavd, 77
angle, 6i.
as. -many members

;between, 54
-Vitary-bperation, 44,

can, 55 -

cardial number, 35
cardinality,'35
Closure proper*
-of sets under union, 78

of whole numbers -under addition,

,.....cipmputative, property

of sets under union, 45, 78 .,11

of Whole numbers under additilIF,

.-complement, relative, 5

coiagruent, 63

as, 22.

77

-'continuousrw52
-'..coordinate, 75

corner, 51
-counting numbers, 41

5',--a-diave,- 52 Ail

-
cylinder, 50n 55

-difference, 79
44.

-

A4ge,-51
1

16 .

;=empty' set, 14

7endpo,lint.',`54

-equa1.eets.,- 6

=equilateral, 67
'equivalent, 20

e*rior,.59 69

'ace, 5l .

ewer than,/25."'

finite, 40 I

707 :than,

-4Leaagon, 61

identity element, 78

iffilnite,40

iterfor, "59, X69
79

I.sosceles 67 .

7-
/

Is

.

4

78

78

join,. 44

joining, .44

less than, 27
line, 54
line segment, 53

match, 20
matching, 22
'member, 1 .

more than, '25

r

number, 33
number line, 75
number property,-33; 34

-4
one-to-one correspondence, 20

order, 26
ordered set, 34 .
ordinal number.', 30, 346,

ordinality,

pairing, 18
parallelogram, 66
pentagon, 61
plane, 55
point, 52
polygon, 61
prism, rectang4ar, 50, 55

quadrilateral, 61, 66 _,,

ray, 61
rectangle, 66__
rectangular prism, 50,.55

rdgicin; 63
remainder set, 45-

rhombus 66

right angle, 64
right triangle, 67

segment, 5i
1

side /

angle,t62
of polygon, 61

441mple, 59..

simple losed curve, 59

simple losed surface, 72
space, 54
sphere, 50, 55 100'

square, 66

standardseis,'35
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